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Do it to-day. please!

Safe-Keeping,

The

Week Day*.
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Orange Pekoe Tea,

42c

■

Swift’s

Climax Brand

Shortening,
25 tb

i

Oolong Tea,

25 1-2c

giving

j

13c

17 Oz.

25 c
Bottle

No Credit and Limited Service Make Low Prices Possible
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•

and

Carry” Grocer,

_

winter

with

The woman’s club will

day,

I

the

Ellsworth

A

*Jn

On account of many appointments, I
will be at my office Saturday and Monday
and Tuesday of next week.
EDWARD M. BAKER
Graduate Optometrist
Ellsworth
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ii'inir some of the

foreien countries

of this and

leading companies

No

j

The

27,

at

Harden's
floated

was

rocks

of the

for next Sun-

sermon

day morning at the Unitarian church will
be: “Pressing Ou.”
The adult class will
meet at 11 45; teacher, Miss L. Higgins.
boys’club requests

[bat all persons having yarn for socks or
sweaters, finished or unfinished, will leave
it

at

Mrs.

David

Carney’s

before

or

on

Dec. 2.

Butter Paper Printed .At
Tne American Office

will
the

at

be a
union Thanksgiving
Unitarian cnurch to-morrow

Kev. K. H.
will

Moyle
preach the

A Rockland marine

writer reports
Trask, formerly
Ellswo.tb, in three trips during
news

Lhai the schooner Melissa
)wned
1917

in

paid

than

more

her'

she cost

new

Phillips left last Wednesday to
grandson in Boston and his
laughter in Meriden, Coon. From there
be may extend his trip to Florida for the
winter, in which case his sou Pearl would
H.

Hed Lion water-proof and grease-proof vegetable pr-rch*
papei, printed with es|>ec ally made butter pa|«-i ink to comply
"Ith irea law. There is eheapei paper on the in u kr!; non. lietier.

quality

Baptist

$2.2*'; ualf-nouud size, $2 (Ml
3.00

3,*0;

I lam printed butter paper, 1 lank *m name,
pound »’/.-. a" cen's a
Pound. Orders for four pi-uida m none .-ent po.-i ani: n dei nun
founds add sc a poui d for postage.
•

preaching

church at

Mower

of

hours

PLUMBING.
Hoi Water Heating. Fiirnact
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or

Me
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K

•’■•f your clothing repnired.
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"1-

^
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now; here your old .nil.

hepriring
David

•'hStreet
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garment.

n

over-
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_

epeci lly i
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HONES I

Personal a lent ion to all detail*.
Telfphou*
or mail orders prom pi i> aiiended to.

Clothe.

|

_

as

in
and

time

fail them

work, everyone who
work
Comfortable, heated
the

open at

one

item of
who

court

and

house every
from

many articles needed.
is invited to help.

_

FALLS.

Spencer is

home

on a

Basler of Clifton

furlough.

was

here

over

Tuesday

went

to

Machias

fora visit of several weeks

with

relatives.

Candage and baby of Seal
! Harbor have been visiting Mr. and Mr*.

the)

Mrs. Samuel

A. W. Ellis

bt>zir and

annual

Mrs. Carrie

dauce of

Brunswick

Nicolin grange will be held at the grange
hall in North Ellsworth this evening,

_

_

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St.. Ellsworth. Me.
Telephone 17S-2.

H.

Bessie

to

Starkej' has gone to New
visit her daughter. Miss

Starkey

|

Walter Grace and

Mrs.

be

house for M. W. Tucker.

Albert Flint of Wakefield, Mass.,
this city, tbe guest of Mr. and Mrs.

W.

Dunu.

dbe

will

return

to

Mrs.

F. E.

Silvy has closed

York.

He will

iitber

in

returning
fa rage

be

New
to

his garage for
Silvy, left

Mrs.

Boston and New

employed

York

or

Ellsworth

this

last

bat

department

torpedo

o«-at

will

Green
and

Lake,

has

has

finished

been
there

been

visiting her
ife. Mr. Patter-

parenis, A. C. Flood and w
s^ient Saturday and Sunday here.

son

|

Sourcuac.utiut

Masaacbusetts,
reopen his

C. HERBERT PERRY
and Bandmaster

;

Musician
Will

na tie

destroyers

now

one

of

being

accept a limited uumber of pupils.
Special attention given to b ginners on Violin. Piano and Military baud Iuctruinen 8
Orders for piano-tuuiug wia receive promp
at teiition.

80 Main St.,

Ellsworth, Me

Hoy

St.

Real Estate

Telephones: Office

14, Residence 41-3

HANCOCK COUNTY LEADS.

E.
Makes the

Supreme Sacrifice.
gold star has been added

to

uachiue guns.
There was a letter and these pictures in his
land. The letter had y>-ur name signed ro it.
tud we take it for granted you was one of his
jest friends.
My “pal’’ aud I happened along not long
ifter he had fallen, hit by a machine gun
Juliet wheie he had helped rout the enemy
'rout a strong position, his face toward “Hunai:d.” We can say he died a brave and houjrable death as the Americans have fought
aard for every bit of ground we have gained
,n thisdrive. We presume that you kuow the
aome address of his people aud wiP be kind
»nough to for ward them to them as they may
ippreciate some token of remembrance taken
jff the battlefield where he had falleu.

Increased Sugar Allowance Dec. 1.

j

It

was

that

per

A

per

sugar
person

O.tilMa

KVK.M3.

Saturday, Dec. 7, at Hancock half, Ellsmeeting of Dr ecu MounPomona grange

Dec. 11 and

12. at Hancock hall —Metho-

dist fair.

9ftorruw:mnii‘„
'X

X

with wounded

RAW

was

F“URS

Send me your furs; get check by eturu mail
Ido not iv iiu to p»y, 2!'f'< to *-e c<
other
dealers.but will pay the highest nun m-i, prices.
Furs *ent for examination a»*n q »i <tiou ieturned promptly If price not accepted-

tearless, and always in the thick of the
tight. When the stretchers and am-

R. M. YOUNG
\dain«
Hancock,

bulances were full he would often carry
[he wounded on his b.»ck to a flaceo«

safety.”

pounds

worth— Annual

brother

it the

be four

Sunday

the

Wednesday evening, Nov. 27. v N\colin
hull, North Ellsworth—Annual
bazar, supper and dance of tile grange.

instantly killed by a shell.
officer, who was with him
time, writes: “He was perfectly

hen he

Orono

grange

tain

*

ill

in

December 1

month.
<

Physician Killed in Heai.ee
Dr. Harrison B.
Webster ol L ast me,
regimental surgeon and
major in th«
17th infantry, with the American forces
was killed in action October
in trance,
J. He was helping to extricate from the
ambulance loaded

w

announced at the food

office

beginning

allowance

['astine

an

definitely

administration

|

mud

to

the first of March.

tbe

at

w’;ek

who

winter

Mrs. Eugene Hale has been notified by
Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels
he

Joseph Patterson,

teacbiug

her

her
Tuesday, accompanied
by
mother, Mrs. Carolyn F. Jelly, who has
made an extended virit here.
hone

with
the wiutei and,
Monday for a visit* iu

TAPEEY

1

Friday

can sew

Miss Nettie Stewart

j

next

occupying
school at the usual hour

The ninth

Fire To-Night?

Carried Off Agricultural Honors at
State Show in Portland
Hancock county has added new lustre to
Sllfwortb’s service flag;
another Ells
At
its fame as an agricul ural sectio
vorth home has given
a son to the
the State exhibit in
Portland, which
1
country. Mr. and Mrs. George A. Dodge ended
Saturday, liancock had the largest
•eeeived official notification Monday of
number of exhibits of any county.
he death of their soil William, which
Of the twenty-three exhibits sent in by
iccurred in England November 1, of
men of the county eighteen
won prizes
pneumonia.
aggregating $27 50. The first place winWilliam Cbeever Dodge was horn in
ners were W. E. Gaspar, Surry, best peck
bluehill February 4, 1893, the son of
sulphur and pea beans; B. Morgrage,
Jeorge A. and Nellie (Coombs) Dodge,
Castine, best peck of wheat; Guy Billings,
de moved to Ells’Aorth with his parents
Bluehill, best exhibit of wheat.
1 ibout seven
years ago, and learned electriOther prize winners were F. L. Savage,
cal wiring with the late Edwin Royal.
Bar Harbor; S. L. Burns, Nicoiin; E>. L.
Je engaged m thi< bu“in *ss in Eds vorth.
Emerton, Bluehill; Dorothy ShaCvford,
1 ind later in Bluehill.
Later he representEllsworth Falls; C. M. Kittridge.Larnome;
ed the Delco Light Co. iu Hancock and
G. B. Bridges, Hancock; S. S. Eatey, EllsWashington counties.
worth; C. A. Thompson, Lamoine: E. K.
On December 14, 1917, he enlisted in
Jordan, Waltham; F. M. Moore, North
iangor in the aero service, and went to
Ellsworth; Einest Dorr, Penobscot.
?ort Slocum, N. Y. From there he was
liancock county boys and girls were in
ransferred in turn to camps at San
the winning line too. Taey sent fiftykntonio, Waco and Charlotte, all in
seven exhibits, thirty-six of which were
[exas, and finally to Hempstead, N. Y.,
canned products. Out of the tbirt.y-six,
n July, sailing for England about August
received prizes, amounting in
He was attached to the 307th aero twenty-one
all to $67. Out of seventeen garden exlerviee squadron.
hibits, eight won prizes, airgr-ga mg $14,
Mr. Dodge was a member of Keewayden
and four potato exhibits all won prizes, to
odge, Knights of Pythias, of Bluehill.
the extent of $8.
ie leaves, besides his parents, a brother,
The boys and girls winning prizes were
ienry, in the 102d field artillery, 26th
Olive Smith, Franklin; Ella "tanley. I-deslivision, in France, and a si9ter, Mrs.
ford; Melissa Jones, Bayside; Laura Wilkrthur I. Keefe of Vanceboro.
liams, Frauklin, Howard Bums Nicoiin,
Norman Swett, East Surry; Marjorie JelFEAR COREA BOY KILLED.
lison, Ellsworth Falls; Webster Storey,
Letter Indicating; His Death on Bat- Green Lake; Horace Estey, Ellsworth;
tlefield in France.
Virginia Gray, Bucksport; Josephine
A letter that would indicate that James Harriman, Bucksport; Orville Guptili,
jr.,
toward Fountain of Corea had been Deer isle; Keith Powers, Deer Isle; Agnes
willed on the battlefield in France, though
Bowden. Ellsworth; C lia Foss, North
iis death has not been officially reported,
Beatrice
Hancock;
Jones, Ellsworth;
Howard E. Crowley of
*as received by
Kurb Pmkharn, Ellsworth; Arbme Smith,
'ores recently. The letter was turned over Frauklin; Dorothy
Gray, West Sedgwick;
,o
Private Fountain’s father, Charles Grace
Madeline
Bridges,
Hancock;
fountain of Corea, and steps have been
Morey, Castine; Nellie Coombs, Franklin;
aken to find out if the report is true.
»rliue
Holt, Sullivan; Dorothy Cook,
The letter, signed by two soldiers, in
Hancock; Dorothy Shaekford, Ellsworth
lated “Somewhere in France, Oct. 18,”
Falls; William Blatsdell, Franklin; Lillian
ind is in part as follows:
Giles, West Eden; Leonice Hill, East SulYou will fiud enclosed in this letter some
Myrtle Foss, Hancock; Harlan
livan;
jictuies aud a lodge receipt picked up on
Emery, Salisbury Cove, M ooroe Moon,
he battlefield after a fierce drive wbe e there j
| Hancock; Harold Archer, E Isworth Falls.
vas some
heavy fighting by artillery and

Tuesday night.
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ifter the morning service.

is in
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not
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Another

Cross

baby of Bsr
ill
i'here
booths for the sale of fancy ;
Harbor are visiting her mother, Mrs
work and useful articles. A chicken supMary Dickey. Mrs. Dickey is keeping
per will be eerved at 11.30.
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pubHc Oar Day
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John

services at the

usual

the

Waterville

pulpit.
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IWO Fort Oars
For Sale

there for

ELLSWORTH

Sunday morning and evening, Kev. 1. B.

1000

kept

be

69 Main

DIED IN SKRVI

knot her

his

There will be

pound size,

Taplcy Building;.

5 p. m. One hundred suits of pajaneeded by January 1.
This is

co

mas

B.

accompany hi in.

special printing

W.

a

Insurance and

jwners.

t’isit

.

O.

home

daughter, Mrs. M. L. Kimball.

subject

Marne

Suppose You Should Have

Ernest L. Haynes died Monday at his
oq the Surry road, after a short illness.
Mr. Haynes, who recently had been
employed as delivery clerk by Austin H.
Joy, bad been feeling ill for a week, suffering, it is believed now, from influenza.
It was not until Friday, however, that he
went to a physician for some medicine,
but even then he persisted in going to
work Saturday, and worked until Saturday evening. Not uutil Monday morning
wa> his condition considered critical, and
He had been
at noon he passed away.
suffering from diabetes for some time,
and this, it is believed, hastened the end.
Mr. Haynes was forty-four years of age.
He leaves three brothers, George of Boston, Fred G. and Harry of Ellsworth, and
one sister, Mrs.W.O. Emery of Ellsworth.
Another
brother, John
P., died of
The funeral
influenza on September 30
was
held at the home this forenoon,
Rev. J. W. Tickle offici-ating.

Ban-

lermon.

>00 sheets

!

Turn out and
sew.

Everyone

gor to-day to spend Thanksgiving with
relatives. Later they will go to Norway to
visit their

men,
brought to

The Red Cross must

1.30

to

wounded

Monday, Wednesday

meeting of the Maine Fire Underwriters’ association in Portland last week,
O. W. Tapley of Ellsworth was elected a
member of the executive committee.
went

full of

must

rooms are

a

M the Methodist church

paper and

Red

just
hospitals

The

yet.
now.

repairs.

James L. Cook and wife

freedom.

Ellsworth,

I

go on
Chief

The work is

ever.

tion

can

since

Thursday,

last

as

many

tug Little Hound Top, which bad
ashore

day of

Orders

are
iiow being
this
We still have a big force of
country.
men in France, and an army of occupa-

speaker.
G. Herbert Perry, musician and bandmaster, who has spent the summer at
his home at Laiuoine Point, has moved
to Ellsworth for the winter.

evening at 7.30 oYlqck.

^ice. including

the

accuse

ot the work in hand.
are

There

u.enr

future.

women

next Tues-

meet

this feast

Hancock County Savir gs Bank

a

and

France

service

Beni

would

one

Kev. K. B. Mathews will be the

The Ellsworth soldier

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
*1

is

has finished his work there.

Wiswell.

The

&

as

now

At

Still Here

BURRILL

in the

tiled, or the men will
delinquents or deserters.

be

urgent

October

c. c.

board

for the completion of the
sealing of the files by DeA few of the registered men

3, at 3 o’clock, with Mrs. A. P.

and lowed up river for

St.

to

and

son

on

and

Dec.

been

69 Oak

her

permanent peace

a flowing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
spend all their surplus cash for luxuries. Drifting is easy but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can
Start an account with the Hancock County Savings Bank.

!

j

of Ellsworth of being slackers,
yet, possibly because of the armistice
Miss M. E. Googins, who has been vis- and an
iinpresseon that the urgent need is
iting her sister in Vinalbaven the past ! over, the Red Cross is finding difficulty in
three mouths, has returned to t-llsworth,
j getting out enough workers to lake care

28c

Libbey's Catsup,

16 Ox. Can

for Thanks-

Woodward left Monday

W. P.

sacrifice

Inspired by such thoughts, America

Like

Stanley left for bis home in Islesto-day to remain over Thanksgiving,
and his assistant. Pvt. Thibadeau. has
gone home to remain over Sunday. Mr.
Jordan of Seal Harbor, who has been
assisting at the office the past few weeks,

lighter in New Jersey.
D. Mason, U. S. N. K., stationed
at Deer island, Boston harbor, is at home
on a five-days’ furlough.

New Goods

Hebe Brand Milk,

.Mrs.

a

shall Ite

ami

ford

Philip

5 lbs. Graham Flour,

32c

Cut from Tub

Monday,

until

things

sincere in that thanks

are

Clerk

Ellsworth will be closed

di

The Best Manufactured

Swift's Pure Lard,

must

Thanks-

over

better order rif

a

WHY BE A DRIFTER?

between the Ages of 18 and 37 have not
their
yet filed
questionnaires. These

recess.

spend

$1.25

Brooms,

Lots

to-day,

tier

valuable files

record

The schools of

lb, 42c

class.

cember 9.

giving.

One Package

Prepared

remain

thankful that

following generations, ami

received call

Robinson and family have

Harold A.

his fourth year
the newly-

upon

superintendent of

as

records

gone to Boston to

|

quiet place just now. The clerks are
busy completing the records which will

Herbert K. Holmes left yesterday
Mr. Holmes in Boston.

Mrs.
to

bad entered

The office of the local draft

Boston for

has gone to

to

its power for

I

then for two years as superintenEllsworth-Franklin union,

formed

be

Henry M. Hall
trip South.

Swift's

heritage

us are

-1

dent of the

.04

ness

lb, 25c

all of

o/'Ell sworth,Maine

school superincludes the

ill take effect December 10. Mr. Patten
Ellsworth three school years,
first as superintendent of the Ellsworth

cloudy

clear
fair

26—

mean

UnionBiust Company

has been in

.41
.07

cloudy

cloudy

a

It

w

itation

afternoon
rain
rain

for

II

Ellsworth, Dedham and Surry,
and will go to Waterville as superintendent of schools there.
The
resignation

the winter.

Meat

a

pledges

towns of

Precip-

wasted world

Pilgrim forefathers.

democracy rather than autocracy, humanity

the high altar of civilization.

on

which

district,

war

our

welcome the promise of peace, because that shall

Superintendent of Schools W. H. Patten
to-day presented his resignation as super-

Tuesday,

Weather
conditions.

forenoon
ruin

12 m

46—

Mrs. F. T.

Mince

Lieut.

that

by

for the opportunity each has been given to make his personal

vicinity

and

know

who is in command of the fourth division
of the Atlantic battleship fleet.
Lieut.
Brady arrived home last night on a short

postofflce half

mail closes.

Temperature

December

Fancy Stock

Truly

Brady jr., U. S. N., has been appointed flag lieutenant and flag secretary
on the staff of Rear Admiral
Hoogewerff,

observations
taken at the powei
station of the Bar Harbor & Union Rivet
Power L'o., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

News.

lb, 3c

Ellsworth

in

interes ed to

can

rather than barbarism,
rather than brutality.

E. E.

AT POSTOPFICB

at

be

observe the custom inaugurated

right rather than might, kindliness rather than kultur, brotherhood

left

will

to

walmly

Winchester, formerly
Ellsworth, is reported as miss-

reported since she passed through
Cape Cod canal October 15. She carried
a crew of
seven.
The Winchester was
sold from here to St. John several years

| From

Thanksgiving Day. Nov. 28-Ethel Clayton in the big production, “Thp Witch
Woman." Matinee at 2:30. Admission to this pict ure: 10 and 20 Cents.
Friday Nov. 39-Paramount Film Co. presents Vivian Martin in the 5-act play
"The Trouble Buster.”
SaTurday, Nov. 30-Goldwyn Film Co. presents Mabel Normand in “The Floor
Above.” War News.
Monday, Dec. 1-Second Episode of “The Lion’s Claw.” Comedy and War

Onions,

Liberty loving America pauses in this

day

been

WEATHER IN ELLSWORTH.
For Week

j Wednesday,^ Nov^W-Metro Film Co. presents Emily Stevens in the 5-act play

!

THANKSGIVING

furlough.

BIJOU THEATRE
F-KUL.OWS
OOD

hour before

been

battle-

a*

ago.

From
From

Registered mail should be

who has
board

on

ing. She was bound from New York for
St. John, N. B., with coal, and has not

MAILS RECEIVED.

CLOSE

naval affairs.

schooner

owned in

effect, Nov. 11, It* 18

MAILS

aiibErtisfinent*.

late

Senate

encounters with submarines.

we

tiled

of the

Cunningham,

M.

the

after

ship doing convoy duty, is at home on a
short furlough. He has made eight round
trips across, and his ship has bad several

ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICF.

In

on

Maine
chairman

in the wireless service

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Please call for your Coupon bond—and if you
wish,

in

long

Ralph

Bijou theitre
Horse for sale
Union Trust Co
Alexander's Pharmacy
Burrill bank s.atement
House for sale or to let
Notice of appointments
E H
Baker—Optometrist
J A Haynes—Cash and carry
Treasurer of State—War loan
G Herbert Ferry—Music pupils wanted
Portland:
Female help wanted

Liberty Loan, Coupon Bond, Full
Paid, Subscribers

LOCAL A FF AIKS

South
•

Fitly

yeura

in the buxi

.tss. au

s»ctl»

on

ieck

URGED TO STOP
WASTEOF PAPER

Kl>ITKI> BY "1UIIT

The I’orposn of this column are suodnc y
stated In the title and motto—*t t* for the o»ut al
hop.-rui
•enciit, and alms io *>e helpful nn
itelng for the common good. It 1* for ihe com
a
m«n use—a public servant.
purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
'tvehanfcot Ideas. It. this capacity It «ollcti*

Wrapping Paper.

to

—Curtailment

Use Market Basket*
in Use of Tissue,

Tub aMttJtiCAM,
hilsw»rth.

Paper Bags, Boxes and
Stationery Asked.
ML Baruch,
industries board,

Washington.—Bernard

newspaper advertising.
In addition to the discontinuance of
unnecessary wrapping, consumption of
wrapping paper can be reduced by the
following methods:
Do not use more paper than necessary to wrap merchandise.
Do not use heavier paper than necConsult your paper dealer as
essary.
to the most serviceable and economical

grade.
Use the old paper taken from parcels deli vert'd to you.
U» newspapers when possible.
Other Savings Possible.
The consumption of tissue paper can
l*e reduced by eliminating as far as
{♦ossible the use of tissue paper for

{tacking.
Consumption of paper boxes can be
reduced
by eliminating Christinas
boxes for holiday gifts and for candy,
by using lighter weight boxes and
using old boxes over again.
considerable saving in paper bags
can be effected by using the smallest
size hag possible and encouraging customers to use a market basket for
A

vegetables.
Consumption of office stationery can
be reduced by the following methods:
Use lighter weight paper and smaller size envelopes.
Write on both sides of the paper for
long letters.
one-half
Use
and
three-quarter
sheets of correspondence paper for
short letters.
Use the backs of letters for carbons.
Make use of spoiled sheets and
backs of envelopes for scratch pads.

MUST TEND OWN FURNACES
Householder Must Do Work Himself,
Says St. Louis Fuel Administrator.

St. Louis.—Every householder is expected to care for his own furnace this
winter. This is the announcement of
the St. I-ouis fuel administration.
If
the householder does not know how to
care for his furnace, he is expected
to learn how and to get the most possible out of the least possible coal.
The announcements point out the
necessity of keeping the furnaces
clean and in good repair in order to
save fuel.
The announcement states
that a hundredth of an inch of soot
has the same power to resist heat that
is found in ten inches of steel.

EARNS $64.45 IN ONE
DAY, FEELS “SORRY”
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year, if tbe paper had not been
before tbe glad news of victory
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OI8KSVANCI OF THANKSGIVING.

THK

Ti- in the thriftful autumn days.
When earth is overdone
And forest trees have caught the blare
Thrown at them from the sun.
When summer is mislaid and lost
Aran; k th, leaflets dead.
And winter, in wbi»e words of frost.
Has telegraphed ahead.
"Tia then gi>od pr 'sper »ua folks display
A revere'.tiai cheer,
And thank tbeir Maker one whole day
For all the previous >ear."
44
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abundance, and there was a
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very soon, nring about
world peace whicn shall last forever.

fairly good
grains.

said the Governor, gaziug abroad
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on
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up store

Of tbe sheave* that dotted the clearings and
covered the meadows o‘ei,
'Tis meet that we render praises because of
this yield f grain;
’Tie meet that tbe God of the harvest be
.io.
thanked for iii* sun aud
And, tbeief re, I. William Bradford 'by the
grace of the Lord to day
GovAud the franchise of triis good peopl )
ernor of Plymouth
say.
Through virtue of vested power— ye shall
gather with one aoc d,
Aud bold, iu the moot h of November, Thanksgiving unto the L*rd.
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feast, which in*tead of Issimg one day, as
tbe Governor intended, was continued
throughout three d *ys.
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more.
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of the
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viartin's, went to
lurday.
25.

high school t aehinfiu'-iiz« at Miss
his home
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Unk Amir.

The Angry Tree.
In Australia there grows a species
ot acacia commonly called the “angry
tree.' It reaches the height ot SO eet,
after a rapid growth, and n outward
appearance somewhat resembles a gigantic century plant. When the sun
sets the leaves fold up and the tender
twigs coil tightly, and t the shoots
are nandled the leaves rustle and move
uneasily for a time.
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the earlier years of
Thanksgiving day was not

told that

colonies.

Ellsworth

ana

H. li. Havey
Tuesday by me

day before the one appointed by
Governor Bradford, Massasoit the Indian
thief, w ith about a hundred of his men.
came to Plymout b. They brought several

the

of

Getcuell

Friends of Mrs.

remained

a

.Sorrento

ciup.> y«ru during

in

celebrated every year, but at various intervals, sometimes four or five years elapsing. It was at first confined to the New

Judge Now Milliner.
Gary. Ind.—The defeat of John Barleycorn in Indiana, where he was dethroned last April, has convinced
Judge John A. Gross. ,T. p.. that there
is more money in millinery than in disFines have been
I tensing justice.
growing scarce since drunks have disappears! and the judge has opt tied a

England colonies,

and

duced in

ot

and

o

several

later

the

gradually throughout

was

Oiatn-

Orders for the burning of Jnnvllle,
large village In the Valley of the
Itetourne, nrrlved on the day of evacuation. The people pleudisl with the officers to spore their homes, hut the
The
torch was put to every house.
village was one vast brazier when the
Mont St. Rem.v
French entered It.
shared the same fate.
At Neuvllle, where a villager implored thHt his home might be spared,
an officer replied :
“I know it is an ignoble task, hut
such are our orders.”
Ghatelet, Alincourt, Rignicourt and
Ville-Sur-Retourne were partly saved
because the French troops pressed the
Germans there so closely that the sappers left behind to do the work were
surprised. Some of these men fled before they could set off the mines which
had been prepared. Others were captured.
It has been necessary from French
sappers and miners to explore the cellat of every house remaining intact In
this
Under most of them
region.
mines have been found.
Mouths of
wells were so mined that explosions
would till them with rock and earth.

in

guests of
oouldsooro.

fr«>m

in

other public buildings was organized.
The
region along the Itetnurne
abounds with Indications of willful devastation of villages that were never
within range of artillery, hut were
found razed. In others where houses
were still erect they w’ere mined for
slow destruction, while the purely
military Installations, such as barracks
built by the Germans for their own
troop*, were left intact.

is assisted

And the worn matron smi'es where the girl
smiled be ore.
What moisteus the lip and what brightens
the eye?
What call* back tbe past like (he rich Hump
kin Pitt-

are

men

Charles

Mrs. Mida

on Thanksgiving day. when from east
and from west.
From uoith and fi«>n» south come tbe pilgrim
aud guest.
When the gray-haired New Euglandt-r m e#
round his b.-arii
The old broken links of affectiou restored.
When the care weaiied man seeks his mother

and

home

my
of

engineers
General Gouruud’s army In exploring the region from which the
Gen.san-' have been driven in this settor have discovered in ruauy village*
evidence of the method by which the
destruction of dwellings, churches and

Friends of H. .viorton Havey ar* pleased
know that be is improving, alter a serious 111lies.* oi pneumonia.
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W h it tier expresses t his thought in his
1'ht Pumpkin,” one verse
poem enlitled

w

J.
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pngne.—Detachments

are
t

the French

With

te-

a

Line

From

Fighting.

summer.

dessert.

deer

was

Newman, w tio s employed
ttatigor, spent Sunday with his family.

On the

Chicago.—Hugh McNulty is
feeling sorry for himself. He
worked recently on a Sunday as
riveter at the Chicago Shipa
building company’s plant, and
for his day’s work his pay was
The reason was
only $64.45.
he was forced to work on a
scaffold, otherwise, he says, he
would have made twice as much.

Haroor

oi a».«i

Caught Red Handed
Far

vea,

Dallas

pumpkin pies.
This, no doubt, was tbe beginning of
custom
of serving
tbe lime-honored
pumpkin pie at Thanksgiving. There is
always a homey feeling associated with
pumpkin pies, and for some people nothing can fill their place as a Thanksgiving

once

Hun*

cenl vim.or Here.

Besides

numberless

a

WEST SULLIVAN.

quantity of fish, Clam*,

uibaure, uni.4
tried by

and

were

hat wut

Aiviu Stiub*>u

for game, and in two days about twenty
deer were killed and also great iiumt**rs
of wild turkeys, ducks slid
pheasants.
The deer and

Towns Wantonly Destroyed and
Water Supply Defiled.

takiug every word.

u h heart tue eart h he* t *«-i
(if di.t.uon or of ciii'i,
It thrills tue u. ivt-r-al i.erves.
Aud tuauga the aoul f (f >d
K. M

into lbe forests

out

BURN FRENCH HOMES

The God ab< ve! What cao we say
Or do. will eyes -<» niu
To make this Tbur*t »y- •»» >bith day
Thank-giving >av t-» Him?
W hat cau we sing to One whose verse
Eternal song unbars?
What give to Him whose cloud-fringed purse
is crammed with gi** lining stars?
A doubly p;ous way consist*.
Vt hen we our thank" would bring.
Iu recollecii K He exists
Iu every living tbiog
That when or beast or man we touch
With pity-he ping care.
'Tts koowu iu heaven Just as much
A« if we ui.i it tovre.
Tn*i woeu our voice in kiud behalf
Of any grid i* beaid.
Heaven’s w .imrou" g «*d-foiled pbouograph

thus:
•*\nd now.

Lim ol » urged the giving
God dui in,' the aw ful days of

hope may be

poets txpresses it

our

throughout the

comfort'

w

goodness.

d

rvi

sorrow
ting to pray for thoae who art i
and affliction, tbit Go 1 may
them, and in His own li ne, which we

inter, Governor Bradford appointed a day for puolic praise, prayer
and thanksgiving to God for His great
laid

oi s

Civil war, an let us, in tb«ae terrible
days of world «ir. ntarn our thanks to
Hun for numberle"* ole-sing-,
ot forget-

When the crops had been harvested and
goodly supply of fuel and provisions

a

since been

our

raised in

was

Uncle Sum is training 4,0110 boy* »
service in the new merchant
narine, the work being done on trailing
ships operated by the United
states shipping board. The apprentice
ads on the ships show themselves apt
?i their new duties, and are keen to
ill their leisure with some useful oc*
n pat ion.
Some of them, like the boy
shown here, have a talent for making
Irawn work and fringe on canvas for
latntnocks, mats,
fittings,
umnrope
skylight covers and the like. This Is
he merchant sailor’s “knitting work.”
nontii for

As Abraham

twenty-.-ix acres
plentiful harvest

summer

cleared, and

ever

intro-

Middle State*,
the Union, and

PEPPLES FAMILY HAS
ENVIABLE WAR RECORD

|

ilerniill, O.—The Popples fani- £
fly of this city hus an enviable £
war record, having been repre- £
sented in every war fought by £
the United States.
The Revo- £
hit ionary war, the War of 1S1U, £
the Mexican war, the Civil war 2
and the S]tonish American strug- EE
gle have all seen Peppleses hear- EE
lug arms. In the present world EE
war five of their sons are with EE
the colors, bringing up the fain- EE
ily’s total for all American wars EE
to 22 soldiers.
EE

made a national institution in 1883
At this time, when the fortunes of the
Civil war were in favor of the Unit n,
was

LOSE

TWO

U-BOATS

runs

Sunk

Attack

in

Hospital
Bringing Wounded Yanks
on

Ship

Home.

millinery shop.
German Huntin’ License.
Newman. Ga.—Garland Jones has
just received his little blue registration
card and was proudly showing it
“Wlmss datr asked a curious negro.
“Dat’s inuh German huntin’ license
said Garland with a grin.

CASTOR IA
F

t

Infants and Children

lit U<« For Over 30 Years
K'w tys Tears

—

*

Signature

very badly.
Picks Up Food—Shot.
When tlie prisoners were returning
from work the Frenchwomen used to
throw them finx! and other tilings. The
men
knew tlint it was forbidden to
step out of the ranks to p'ck these
things up. but they were so hungry
that they often broke the rules. The
corporal saw a man shot by a sentry
for stepping out of the ranks in tills
He was killed instantly, the bulway.
let passed right through him, went
through another man’s pocket ami
blew the finger, or two fingers, off a
third uiuii. There were two other men
shot in the same way; the corporal
saw them both brought Into the luger.
The prisoners got no food from Kngland while they were on this working
party, and they were not allowed to
write home.
Toward the end of May. 1917. the
corporal was transferred to Minster
11, in flermuny. and a week luter he
was sent on to Minden, where he remained six weeks.
The treatment at Minden was not
had, and in this respect It differed
from the food, which was very hud
A flve-|x>und loaf of black
indeed.
bread was divided among 13 men; this
was their bread ration for
the day.
They had coffee in the morning and a
thin, watery kind of soup at noon.
Once a week they had fish and u small
quantity of potatoes. At 6:30 In the
evening they had what they culled
“sandstone.” It was Just like eating
Sometimes they had ground
sand.
maize, and one night out of three they
had coffee.
Work* in Munition Factory.

u'

L.H. Rey

tumid from a
He report, a tine
re

burning,

J.

outing

frame.

Mr-. Henry Bryant of Corea
ba.
viaiting her l.ihir, William
Stewart

Mr. C. C
Larr.bee and wife
returned
Wean burn Saturday, and
report Dr
Fay ieMirnUt* coIiVhIcscu.k.
J. W. Hlinttoc ha» men at
W(trk
making repair* on the old Handy
from

of

Knoxville. Tenn.—Five submarines
attacked the ship Mount Vernon, which
was bringing MO wounded
American
soldiers back to the United .States and
two of the U-boitta wore
sunk, says
William Matthew, member of the
crew. In a letter to his grandpa rents.
Mr and Mrs. L. C. Mutihewa, Chick a
u.
iiUt., lia*A viii,
>

l
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oat of condition, if s)uk
dU bowel* have allowed poi*on«u«
purities to sccumulate In sour system

in

1

yoo
to suffer a* veie ly w it h the grip
*t ue'* r list'. the tarn* ua h- a rbold
»»r
remedy of «? years* r*poia ion may «ard
off :hr grip or bake an attack ii*b *Ld
esat’y I ri wti fi
Why? Because^ ^

llaMe

sre

Or. True’s Elixir*
egetaMe medicine that put* the avatcm in d' od condition, prevei t* ind relieves const pstion,«timut»te* »h« appetite
and in p»i vea t he digestive pone
It an
do no barm
It ia purely vegetable
\-k
your drudeist for it. or write PR I F
TRUE A CO.. At burn. Me. 40r, GOr |i on
la s

noiBLYi pm i
Ellswiirtli

No

C'aii

Peaders

Longer Douht the F vidt-oir.
This grateful citizen testified loo* ago.
Told of quick relief
of undounied
benefit.
—

The facts
Such

are now

testimony

is

confirmed.

complete

—

th«*

evi-

dence conducive.

convincing proof of iner
Hamilton, Mill St, KlJsw>rtb
Fails, Me., **aya: ‘*1 have been trot ed
with my : ack and kidney cmup'atm for
It forms

■

H. W.

some

time.

A friend recommended l>»an

»

so 1 got a
box, and after
From Mindcn the corporal went on Kidney Pills,
u-ing them, 1 wan very much tiem-aued.
a working party to Haliington. where
i dtiey
I am glad to recommend Doan
he remained three week*.
He wan
Pills to anyone w ho has such tr<u
working in a munition factory, unloadthey have helped me to a great client.
ing iron and coal, hut the prisoners
(Statement given August 5, 1911
had nothing »u do with the machinery.
| On December 4, 1916, Mr. Ham 1: a -«‘d:
There were tei> Englishmen in the
m
“Whit 1 said in the statement I
working party. 44 Hussions and four 1911,
regarding the merits of Doan iv'hFrenchmen.
The treatment was not
uey Pills, holds good iu every par' <u!ar.
good, and the work was very hard.
This medicine relieved me of an aun-ying
At tiie beginning the guards over
kidney weakness and lame bsc* i *to
tlie prisoners were soldiers, but during
pleased to endorse Doan’s Kidney FNlla
the >ust four months that the corporal again.”
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Mi:burn < o.,
was in Germany they had been re- 1
Mfgra., Buffalo, N. Y.
placed by elderly civilians. The guard*
told the prisoners that there had been
riots in Berlin Just after Christmas,
11117, and several people hud been shot.
The guards said that all the best men
hud gone and that it was shameful to 1
think of the kind of men that they
were using in the
army.
Clergymen, Iwwjeri, Broker-*, MeAs has already been said, this corchanics and Merchants Stricken
poral is n particularly intelligent man.
He is quite ready to admit good treatOur old friend Kbeutnatiz is bavin* his
pi
inning this yesr, and a few words
tnent when good treatment has been
caution from one w ho knows all about d
given to him. anil he hus contented
may not be amiss.
himself with giving the bare facts of
Wear rubbers in damp weather. Weep
drink*the case without comment.
your feet dry, and avoid alcoholic
If rheumatism gets you, or sciatica,
©«
>ou have sharp twinges, gnawing pain
joints or muscles, you can usual!)
SUGAR
CASH REGISTER swollen
get rid of all agony in just a few day* by

More Rheumatism
Than Ever Before

—

III

You Get Your Share When You Pay
Check in Columbus
Restaurant.

Columbus, O.—Ever hear of keeping

you down-ins kes you
an r»s,v victim lor direaae.
tor pu e blood
aud sound digestion-Burdock Blood Bitters
At all drugstores. Pi ice. #1.25.
44 ri.
blood

Cleave, .pent the
we..g.,Bri
node, Herbert Cleave.,
Sull,

van.

Tendon.—A corporal In the I.incoltv winch ht Itight some turn ago.
>hires. who was taken prisoner in
•NovApril, 1917, anti who succeeded in esHULL’S COVE.
caping from tlie Huns’ clutches in
June, 1918, has given a very interesting
Mra. Kin-line Murph\ ol
Young’, di».
account of his experiences.
He is
triet vl-1 ted here la-t week.
man of the highest character ami hi:
Chertea Shea and wile have
moved t,
story is. therefore, worthy of eredem e. Bar Harbor lor ibe
winter.
lie was captured April 11, 1917. near
V*rrill Tbompeon ba, gone to
AI gl court, anti was at first taken to
Drain
for employment.
the German headquarters, behind the
Hoiile
Wood
Iia.
returned
lo
hi, home
line. He was questioned, but refused
Ih Oakland, after a vtaii here wnb
to give
He was
Ir.nna,
any Information.
Loyd While, Richard AlePike and wr
then sent to a working party heldud
the <Jenna u Hues at a place called | Kicnard are huiiting in ibe
vicinity.,!
Mu ret*, and was employed on a ration i Waite.
!
Ke\
The
about
Mr.
was
Id
kiloSbermar
and
dump.
party
wile, w m, haw
!
been in Salisbury Cove
meters from the line; they could see
during m- -urnthe British shells bursting a mile or so mer, have moved into Air.. Edward,
away, but the corporal never heard of hcuM* tier® for the * inter.
any casualties among the prisoners.
Near, baa been received here of the niair
There was a commandant In charge of H-nry Woodwurtb of Bur Harbor,
an.
of tlie (imp. and the second in comWoodworth waa a f< rmer reaident ol thimand was a feldwebel. Both these ofplace, and much ayn.palby ia felt here tor
ficials treat«si the prisoners very badly. hia wile, who waa Miaa Geneva
Leland,
Tlie first day that they were in camp who lived here before ber
marriage. There
the commandant came, and the feid- are aix cbildreu.
vvebel shouted “Achtung.” Tlie men
Nov. 25.
A.vnk.
did not know what he meant and did
not therefore spring to attention, as
they should have done. The feldatmfnisrnnits
webel thereupon struck them with a
whip. The sentries also treated them

in u cash register?
That is where it is kept Id a string
of popular Coltimhua restaurants. You
get your sugar allowance when you
pay your check. The sweet la kept in
a
glass-lined compartment between
the nickels and pennies.
When you pay and the cashier
rings up the amount of your check and ;
the cash drawer flies open, you see 1
the little sugar bln.
It you happen to have oatmeal, oof
fee, grapefruit or breakfast food, the
cashier will ask you upon which of
these she shall bestow your allowance
of sugar—und she will never wink an
ej clash.
j
sugar

HUNS
Impure

Miaa Iwura
with her

*•__c.

a proclamation
Thanksgiving, which has

national

Cheet.-r Hamilton baa
gone to Deal
1,1
to work in a machine
abop.

houae,

Lincoln issued

fora

of thanks to

Pilgrims landed at Plymouth. IVcetnl*er 21, 1620. During tbeir first loug.
hard winter, fifty-one ^f tbe one hundred
died, but the remainder, filled wuh good
courage and faith in God, began tu the
spring of 1621 to plant tbeir fields, and by
had lieen

Forced to Work.

any

wiuhiui

recovering
* |r„„
K

her recent ill near.

fe* nay a.

Sentries Fire on Starved Prisoners
Who P.ck Up Food Thrown to
Them by French Women—

United States.

Tbe

the end of the

worn

SHOT FOR PICKING UP FOOD

~

PHOBPECT HARBOR.
Mra. Gerard Noonan i,

no

—

written
for

auuse

my

14
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Sometimes there are serious conditions where a hospital operation is the
only alternative, but on the other hand
so many women have been cured by this
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, after
doctors have said that an operation was
necessary
every woman who wants
to avoid an operation should give it a
fair trial before submitting to such a
trying ordeal
If complications exist, write to Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
for advice. The result of many years
experience is at your service.

soldier’s

a

is

t

St, N. E., Canton, Ohio.

mother,
mentioned the great
and would have
opportunity for special Thanksgiving this
life

can uu

Corporal Tells of
Experience in
Germany.

Months'

difficulty. I advise any woman who is
afflicted with female troubles to give
Lydia E. Pinkbam’s Vegetable Compound a trial and it will do as much for
them.’’—Mrs. Marie Boyd, 1421 6th

read;

an

British

doctors decided
that I would have
to go through an
operation before i
could get well.
"Mymother, whe
had tieen helped by
I.ydiaE. Pinkham t
Vegetable Com
pound, advised me
to try it before submitting to an operation. Itrelievedme
from my troubles

tained, t he article would be excellent for
our
Tuanitsgiving column. After much
persuasion, **E. M. C.” consented to us
u.-e in our column, and you w ill all join
the

are
BADLY TREATED

iwi

ana

sunenng,

a

writer

‘PRISONERS

female trouble which caused me mucf

village improvement aaoety held the evening of Noveniand eninstructive
ber 4, tbe following
tertaining paper was prepared and read
by the president. A helpful M. H. member, who was present, sent s copy of it to
Aunt Madge with the suggestion that if
meeting of

tbe

At

chairman of the war
has issued an order affecting every rethe
United
tail store throughout
States. All merchants are directed to
reduce their consumption of wraiqdng
jraper, bags, paper boxes, stationery,
etc^ to what is absolutely necessary.
The necessity for this order became
apparent when it was realised that
the government would soon be obliged
to divert to the ammunition manufacturers a large quantity of chemical
pulp formerly used In making wrapping, tissue, book and other strong paThe increasing production of
pers.
ammunition and the short cotton crop
make this necessary.
Ask Public to Co-Operate.
The co-operation of the public in
complying with this ruling can be
counted upon, if they are properly informed that it is necessary as a war
To secure this co-operation
measure.
merchants should place placards In
their windows calling attention to the
order of the war industries board,
tin mined
labels bearing the slogan,
“Don’t Waste Paper,” should be used
on all packages and attention should
be directed to the government order In

Canton, Ohio.—“I suffered from

communications, and its success dermis largely
ComIn this respect
on the support irlven U
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except toy permission
Communications will l»e sut^ect to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but noi e
Address
will ©e rejected without rood reason
hII e.ommu ideations to

PULP NEEDED FOR MUNITIONS

NOVEL KNITTING WORK

| DOES

HOW MRS. BOYD
AVOIDED AN
OPERATION

MADUK”.

“Helpful mn4 Uoveful."

It* Motto:

War Industries Board Asks Merchants to Cut Down on

People Asked

Sbfcrrt torment*

JflBta.il BrntW Column.

taking

one

day.

teaspoonfui

of Kbeuma once*
barn)-

All druggists know Kbeuma; it’s
less, yet pow trill; cheap, ye! sure, ana
a
75-cent bottle will last a long
Alexander’s Pharmacy will supply
ri
with the understanding that it must
you

of ail

rheumatic pains

or

money nacK-

Gray Hair
fadedlalrfor in®*4
dvr.

«tariac natural color

to fray or
la not
dandruff mod m a iir dreawnf
Gcncroua aacd tottka at oil dralen. read*
when you cotit. PHILO HAY CO. Nmri

me

*

7

r^ntsri
For R

Mtai ai

w*7 Tu.k

iiiuutUhnru u

v

prooKad tool to work
with, and »hay aland
day bai t over wnrkln* around tha vlnaa.
Tbe farms ara not
larfta, but are wall carad
lor. They ara marked
It Into .quart. and
each one h.ia bla lot. Tbe
people dree* aa
wall aa can be expected for the
work they do.
Soma wear wopdan ahoaa. which
looked odd
to me at first.

StrfuTt&rauiuft.
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1 TEACHER OF

'«THOUGHT”

FRANKLIN.
Boyd A. Blaisdell and
Waltham, Mass.
Capt. Edward Dyer
Brewer for a few days.

wife

visiting

are

in

TRUIT.A.nvrS” Highest
jte«ah of "Now Thought” In Medicine.

Herbert Marshall
for

is

is

home

from

home from

Dover

vacation.

a

Donnell, who has been confined
pleurisy for two weeks,

El wood

to his home with
is out.
William
Anna

Lurch

Hermon

and

left

wife

ar.d

Mist

for

their

Saturday

Easton, Pa.

home in

Evelyn Bunker has gone to Plainfield, Conn., for an extended visit with
tier sister, Mrs. Cecil Butler.
.Mrs.

Lewis
earae

Holmes

and

Baturdsv

for

W. E.

parents,

wife

Bragdon

of

visit

a

Charles Bradbury and son Floyd
left Monday for Portsmouth, N. H., where
they w ill visit her sister, Mrs. Ella wort b
Mrs.

“I am not in the habit of praising
medicine as I am an
any material
advocate of New Thought, but some
tune ago, I had such a bad attack of

Long.
Mrs. D. O.

Campbell
Monday, after

vilie

Liver and Stomach Trouble that I
up thinking I did not have it,

mother. Mrs.
Virginia.

pve
and took a natural medicine, ‘Fruit-ativea’ or Fruit Liver Tablets.

Sanger-

returned to
week

a

with

her

West and daughter, Miss

Mrs. Clarence Drisko has returned

Harrington, where she has been
mother, who was seriously ill

Ho A gratifying was the result. It
relk vod my liver and stomach troable,

with

her

monia.

cleaned up my yellowish complexion
aod put new blood in my body.

A

special Thanksgiving service will be

held in

the

Metho.ist church

Thursday

backslider from
‘New Thought’, I feel there may be

evening. A collection for the Red Cross

to nature may be
necessary ; and if so, I believe that
•Fmit-a-tives’ is the highest result of
New Thought in medicine”.

The boys’ and girls agricultural club
wilt hold its exhibit Monday evening at

While I

tunes when

A

A.

am

a

no

will be taken.

help

hall. Unpleasant
weather
grange
caused a second postponement last week.
the

“When the

YOUNG, Schenectady, N. Y.
a box, 6 for $2.130, trial size 25e.

tor.
At dealers
a ami

come

home” it

doubtless

honor,
ly held

or from FUTTIT-A-TIVES
tod, OODENSUU^U, N. Y.

on

the

is

in

safe
the

r

recent-

excelling
the signing of the armistice.

Dunn,

Larroll

w

ho

has

one

been

here,

ill

Mattawsmkeag
day. Mrs. Dunu and children, who achim
to
Bangor, will spend
companied
left

COUNTY

boys

another illumination

predict

to

NEWS

on

bis return to

Mon-

several weeks in Oidtown.

PROSPECT HARBOR.
FROM

OVER

Calvin L.8tin§on, withthe American f>roea in France, in a recent letter
Private

borne gay a:

districts are very different
Instead of individual farm building*, they build a whole village, connecting
their buildings, the barns closely connected
with (heir living roomi. The buildings are
of concrete or broken rock and some are
made of a very soft rock that they saw into
bricks with a cross-cut saw The roofs of
the buildings are covered with tile made for
from

farming

ours.

have the heartfelt

Mrs.

of all

sympathy

Those

attending the funeral from here were Mrs.
L. C. and Mrs. H. B. Bragdon, Mrs. Dana
Dyer, Mrs. Charles Sprague, Mrs. Charles
Underhill. Mrs. L. R. Hillgrove, Mrs. Alfred Hanson, Miss Florence Dunn, Mrs.
Effls

purpose, and they are placed one overlapping the other which makes a ve y heavy
roofing but ia usually tight.
Kacb village has a community wash-house
It is built of
where all do their washings•toneand cement, usnally under a hill where
th*

Macomber

and

son

Thomas

and

George Dyer. Calvin, Dana and Norman
Dyer, with Thomas Macomber, cousins of
Mrs. Robertson, were bearers.
B.
Nov. 25.

it

Mrs. Frank

Libby

was

in

Winter

Charles Shand of Bar Harbor was
days last week on business.

which ia what is used
The women and old

j

men

do about

all

Work i* all done by hand with

tw>>-

a

short

received here

Tuesday, Nov.

on

s, coming just
that the armistice
new

mind

12.

to the

glad

home-

coming of the boys, made the blow especially heavy. Tremont couldn’t have lost
it would miss more, and he died a
brave and heroic death, as much so as if
he had been killed by an enemy weapon.

a son

Herbert

was a

popular young man, aud

made friends wherever he went.
of

He

He

the oldest

was

son

of Mr. and

Mrs.

Beujam n, jr., who is
Bucksport seminary.
Mrs. Reed had

a

now

letter

a

sophomore

from

the

Spurring

is

nurse

illness, which gave but few details.
has beeu laid
American

to

rest

over

there in

a

He
little

cemetery, and his body will be

brought home in due time with the many
otber brave young heroes who laid down
their lives for the freedom and peace of

country aud loved ones.
This sad death brings to the

their

friends’

minds another death of the second
of Mr. and

son

Reed, who by accident
shot and instantly killed himself by the
discharge of a gun. He was then eleven
years old and left Herbert, his playfellow,
about two years older, then about tl irMrs.

teen. His name was Basil.
Sympathy in
extended to the shocked and bereaved

family.
Nov. 25.

Spec.
WEST

TREMONT.

Mrs. Emma A. Reed is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Eunice Lopaus, at Southwest Harbor.
Edwin

Mrs.

Lopaus,

daughter
sister,

with

her

Leita. spent last week with
Mrs. O. H. Ingalls.
Mrs. A. A.

Bain,

her son, A. A.
ing Mrs. Fred

who

and sure has buen their aim.
huge transport is swinging
For posi ion in the game.
Fair amidships strikes the warhead
Just beneath the boiler room,

’Ere

visiting

N

Hiram

building

a

launch

Cornelius

a

P. I). Clifford and James Peasley shipped
load of wood to Rockland last week.

Annie Hodgkins, her daughter,
Grindle, and granddaughter, Katherine, have returned to North Sullivan.

left

Hugh Manson,

Nov. 25.

_Eittah.
■

who has

been

employed

employed

this winter.

Q-

Nov. 25.

|
|t

own

INSTANT POSTUM

the requirements of
hot drink for children, most

answers

admirably.
Its coffee-like flavor attracts and i;U
purity and wholesomeness make it
a safe drink for youn^ or old.

1

*

ij

A. L. Norton hired Joe Nels to
paint a sign for him. In putting
In the flourishes and curly-eues
Neis placed a streak of yellow
across the hoard.
A telephone call promptly informed the painter that he must
change the sign. Accordingly.
he went back and erased the obnoxious yellow streak, substttuting one of the allied colors,
blue.

/Reason”

As you like it— Sliced
Teat aid Coffee

SUPERBA

4

are

or

|^H
i^B

^B
j^B
^B
'^B

Grated.

J^H

SUPERB raises.

RIP

Dealers generally sell SUPERBA Food Product*.

4

MILO HEN-TOM LIN SON

4

^B

Portland. Me.

CO.

^^E

On)

4

4
4

+
4
T
4

J

*
*
4
4
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COUNTY

last

Mnyo

and wife

spent

days

Miss Ethel

Mrs. Gardner Carter, who has been seriously ill of typhoid fever, is improving.

Freethey

Howard

where he has

has

employment

gone to Bath,
for the winter.

Tapley returned to
Monday, after spending several
Mrs. E. K.

lslesboro

F.

S.

Herrick

Sunday

from Portland, where he spent the past
week.

Freethey

H. E.

TOLD TO DESERT, SAYS HUN

Newport,

has gone to

H., where he has employment with
his cousin, E. E. Freethey.
N.

Miss Leila Herrick has gone to Massachusetts, where she has employment for

Boy Prisoner Asserts Mother
Urged Him to Surrender at First

Allies’

Chance.
New York.—The spirit of American
forces overseas has raised the morale
of the allied troops to the highest
pitch, according to Dr. E. W. Buckley
of St Paul, Minn., supreme physician
of the Knights of Columbus, who has
just returned from a tour of the westWhile there he had Interern front.
views with General Pershing, General
Mnngtn, Premier Clemenceau and other allied leaders.
This spirit. Doctor Buckley asserted,
was In sharp contrast with the spirit
of German prisoners he saw.
“One of them could not have been
more than fifteen,” he said.
"This boy
told American o 111 errs his mother had
bade him surrender at the first oppor-

Stanley

Austin
moved

his

of

Mrs.

A.

Swan’s Island has

family here.

W. E. Cousins’ house

He has

rented

High street.
Herrick, principal of

B.

on

ihe

grammar school, was called to her home
in Bluehill by the illaess and death of
her

sister, Mrs. James B. Bettel.

Mrs. Fannie

Davis,

who has

eral weeks at her home in

returned, and is witu her

sev-

Rockland, hat
cousin, Mrs. A.

Harry Moody has gone to Holyoke
Mass., where he has employment for the

Moody,

Mrs.

hospital

there for

who has been in

treatment, is improving

Lookout chapter, O. E. S., will hold 1
special meeting Tuesday evening. Mrs
Mary Rich of McKinley, D. D. G. M., wil 1
make her official visit.
wa r

work campaign, and the Victory club c f
the high scuool has given and pledge i
f63 more, making the full amount |57l

|200

was

of Boston

club

received

from A. t t.

fun.

of

the

There

war

was a

large bonfire at Brooklin corner, followed
by a parade to Odd Fellows’ ball, where
singing, readings, music and an address
by Dr. F. S. Herrick were listened to with
much

and coffee

Doughnuts

pleasure.

The eveni ng closed with
old-fashioned dance.
w’ere

served.

an

Unb Fkmmk.

Nov. 25.

WEST HANCOCK.
OBITUARY.

Henry
here

C.

his

Milliken died at

been ill since

paralysis last

stroke of

a

home
He had

Sunday morning, Nov. 17.

September.
Mr. Milliken
in

1830, the

liken.

son

born in West Hancock
John and Rosalia Mil-

was

of

His death

the last

removes

one

of

With the exception of
a few years traveling in the West, he had
always made his home here. In earlier
life he was engaged in the lumbering
business, giving employment to a number
the old families.

of

for years.

men

Sixty years ago he married Miss Mary
blessed their
Marshall. Nine children
of

Bar

Henry
Isle

au

seven

survived —Melvin

Harbor, Elbridge
o!

of

Ellsworth,

Corinna, Mrs. Abert Rich of

flaut,

Mrs. Minerva

Rich of Ban-

gor, Mrs. G. B. Bridges of West Hancock,
and Fred, who has remained at home and
worked the farm.

Although retiring

in

disposition,

Mr.

always ready to extend ft
helping hand to others, and will be sadly
missed, especially in the home, by the
Milliken

was

untiring

wife who has been
tion and constant

in

her devo-

care.

Funeral services

Brooklin raised |513 in the united

A check of

Brooklin

union, of whom

spent

E. Farnsworth.

winter.

resident, donated,

si miner

with much noise and

weeks in

returned

beautiful

a

Dr. G. A. Watei-

town.

§10.

sent

town.
Dr.

in

Brooklin celebrated the end

Eaton and
Miss Amelia Grant have gone to Rockland.
Mrs. Fred A. Stewart went to Camden
to-day for a short visit.

Burns,

Boston, who has

of

home

summer

§25
several

week in Rockland.

Mrs. Ida

Porter, jr.,

min, another
anc
the

BROOK LIN.
A. H.

Wash.—ReVancouver
Barracks,
cruits for Uncle Sam’s "Hun Tamers"
don't Intend to have any German spies
put things over on them, and they are
full of pep and caution.
The officer of the day, making his
rounds in the general neighborhood
of midnight, came upon a sentry, who
challenged him with the usual “Halt,
who goes there?”
“Officer of the day.”
The “rookie” sentry was doubtful,
and he decided to test the intruder.
“Well, if you’re the officer of the
day, what’s the number of my post?"
he asked.
As the officer hadn’t set out the
sentry posts, leaving that to a sergeant, he couldn't answer, and the
sentry promptly took him to the

NEWS

the winter.

|

■

has a degree of good taste and flavor
that will please you—your family,
and guests.
Every bit of the wholesome, delicious flavor of selected pineapples is
retained for service in your home.,

|
i

guardhouse.

j

4

Superba Pineapple

»

Newark, O.—There Is a worn- J
near Perryton who has a son 4
In the artny.
Consequently she
will not stand for anything yel- 4
low about her premises.
jj!

tunity.”
*

1

Locks Up Officer of the Day When He
Cannot Give Number of
Post.

choice in
a table beverarie you will adree
children should drink neither
tea nor coffee.

-c

Flavor Lasts!

Mary Gray and daughter Marjorie
Wednesday for Orono, where they will

Mrs.

_■

a

The

RECRUIT TAKES NO CHANCES

home.

be

and because

through the summer, is

Harbor

quality

an

Gray has moved into the John

Mrs. Hazel Sanborn and son Maurice of
are visiting at M. L. Gray’s.

WRSGLEYS
for

HATED YELLOW,
EVEN PAINT ON SIGNS

Gray house.

Belfast,

J

to

sure

rrTrTTTTITTTTrTTTTTTTTTTT1

for

Joseph Gray, w ho has been fishing at
Isles boro, has moved home.

»

same

get

Theirs the price aDd theirs the glory,
Ours the task to “carry on,”
Theirs the right to history’s story,
Ojrsto fi^ht till war is won—
Till the sacred right of freemen
And the gleam of freedom’s light
Mett and beat t le brutal d mon,
Triumphant in the Eight o’er Might.
w. a. a., u. s. iv.

Thelma.

Blake is

Be

Letters, wireless, orders, cable.
Praise our Captain and his Crew,
For the work so brave and able
Which has brought us safely through;
But our hearts are bowed in sorrow,
And the praise is tinged with pain
As we view with deepening horror,
Thirty-six of comrades slain.

«

of the

three popular flavors.

Brings us to a lighthouse gleaming.
Traveling fourteen kuots an hour;
Through a mined and narrow channel.
Dark, and swept by in- boond tide,
Wate -logged and hard to handle.
Glides our ship to berth inside.

Wentworth, is now visitKnowles at Southwest Har-

25.

your choice

Sixteen hours of super-steaming
On one-half our boiler power.

->

WRIGLEY5 in the

pink-end package and take

to

8<>on we circle wide the oceau
Like a crippled bird in flight,
While destroyers spread commotion
With he searching depth bombs’ might;
Then to port our ship is headed,
Listed now and wounded sore,
Off aero 8 he war zone dreaded
Back three hundred miles to shore.

winter.
)v.

ship has ceased

wax.

Look for

shiver
Depth bombs roll from off her stern,
Salvos roar and engines quiver
As the U -boat s might we spurn.
Every man sticks by his station—
“Stand by till death” is naval law—
Traditions of our mighty nation
Again are kept witnout a flaw.
our

pink paper and hermetically

sealed in

Ten feet lower soon we settle
As the water fills the rent.
Dead three dozen loyal brothers.
Shipmates true and heroes bold.
Pride of sweethearts, wives and mothers
Now adorn the honor roll.

-*■ *- ■>■

has been

in

Thirty thousand tons of metal
Lifted, twisted, cracked and bent,

Mrs. N. G. Lunt and daughter Rena
have gone to Rockland where they will
visit a few days before going to Bath for
the

So hereafter all three brands
of WRSGLEYS will be wrapped

Squarely on our center bulkhead,
Hurling firemen to iheir doom.

bor.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Regardless of your

j

at

who cared for him in the last hours of h»e

at Dark

*'There's

B.

B. Reed, and leaves beside his parents, one
sister, Miss Hazdl Reed of Brewer, and
three brothers, Carl and Richard, who
live at home with their parents, and

Your Childrens
Table Drink

a

was

pleasant disposition and high character.

5C<

1

The

day after the message
was signed, with every
a

turning naturally

Hutchings and wife, Mrs. Lizzie
daughter Marcia and Miss Ruby
Kidder were in Corea Sunday.

■■■■--

FRANCE.

deepest grief that the news
death of Herbert Scott
Reed,
who died in France of pneumonia, was

W. F.

the
here.

H.

IN

with

was

torpedo winging,

Straight

the

here

Foss and

mostly.

farming, which is mostly grape raising

P.

REED DIES

8.

The Government
wants tin

As our

John Blake.

visiting her
daughter, Mrs. George Baulier, in Boston.
their
to
f board with a cushion
protect
V'r
j Sidney Ash and Mr. Cook, who are at
knees aud a board in front and one on each!
Goodwin’s siding, were in town Sunday.
side ti. keep the legs from getting wet.
There are al ways one church or more in a
The schools will have a Thanksgiving
1
village, a small store and sometimes more, entertainment in the grange hall Nov. 26.
according to the site of the town. At some of
the spires one goes inside to trade; at others
at the one window. The buildiuga are mostly
dimly lighted; some are so dark that it Is
necessary in the daytime to burn a candle,

It

of

Har-

several
Mrs.

Comes the swift

CAPE ROSIER.

bor last week.

wa*h; others so that they have to ge. down
on their kueea. The washing uier.sils consist
of soap, a brush to scrub with aud a paddle
When
nub which they pound the clothes
they get on their knees to wash they have a

Indigestion

TREMONT.
HERBERT

GOULDS BORO.

running water which is controlled to
run through the
house. Some of the washhouses are built to they can stand up to
there

of tbe

Julia Macomber,
wife of Harvey Robertson, was held at the
home, North Sullivan, Saturday afternoon, Rev. R. H. Moyle of Ellsworth officiating. Mrs. Robertson will be long held
in affectionate remembrance by her many
friends here, this being her home town.
The parents, husband and infant daughter
funeral of

The

I would like to w-lte describing the people
here and their ways I have had opportunity
to *ee only the poorer class. but perhaps (hey
will be more interesting to write about than
the wealthier people, for many off their ways
of doing things must be much more out of
date.
The

pupils

Tbe assistant teachers and

high school surprised Principal Drisko at
the school building last Friday evening,
when a delightful social time was held.
Refreshments were served.

THKBH.

Gas

COUNTY NEWS

from

of pneu-

Sourness,

When your stomach is not of order or run !
down, your food doesn’t digest. It ferments
All the firemen fain would tarry
in your stom »cb aud forma gas
which causes
sourness, heartburn, fou' breath, nain at pit I
On the boat deck in the sun,
of stomach and
many other miserable svmui ’Ere they go below to carry
'J
K
toms.
Kest to mates whose work is done;
Mi o-na sto-arh
tablets will give joyful
relief in five minutes; if taken
regularly for But the hour is seven fifty,
two weeks
they will turn your flabby, sour,
All the “watches
change at eight,
tired-cut stomach
into a sweet, energetic,
And we see them rise and swiftly
perfe t working one.
You can’t be very strong and vigorous if
Go below to meet their fate.
your f .od only ha'f digests.
Your appetite
win go aud nausea, dizziness, bi iousues
For a sub mar m is lurking.
nervousness, sick headache aud coustipatioj
Listening to our engines’ throb.
will follow.
Mi-o-ua stomach tab eta are small and easy Now the periscope is working
to swallow and are guaranteed to bmish iuAs they p an their hellish
job;
digestion aud any or all of the above symp- Barks our forward
gun a warning.
t ms or money back.
For sate by Chas E.
Answers
back
the telltale “wake,”
Alexander aud all leading druggists.
Death the U boat now is scorning,
With MOUNT VbitNON as its stake.

and wife.

ladies’aid society supper and sale
Thursday eveuing despite forbidding weather. Over |30 was realised.

YOUNG

MR. A. A.

and

her

held

Misery

Get Rid of That

Guilford
with

The

was

Stomach

Th* Mount Vernon Honor Roll.
Twas a clear .September morning.
Of the fifth, on Thursday morn;
With a rainbow—sailors' warning—
Arched across the radiant dawu;
And our proud ship swiftly steaming
To the throb of engines’ pound,
S emed to chime i
with our dreaming
To the tune of “homeward bound."

were

Tuesday afternoon, Rev.
Ellsworth, officiating.

held ftt

the home

B. H. Johnson of
The

four

eons

Interment was in the family lot in Pine Tree cemetery,
M. M. M.
Nov. 25.
were

bearers.

weather-wise

A

Ellsworth

this wet fall indicates

PCBI ISHhD

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

little

a

man

Somewhere

Our North Castine

correspondent

writes:

used to

written

ters

by

read

some

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
W. H. Titus. Editor and Manager.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
Strictly in Advance)

—Ed.]

Six months- .75
.$1.50
-38
Three m nths
Pour months.50
Hiurie Copies.05

Oney*a

...

APPLICATION.

Balinese communications should be addressed to, and all checks and money orders
made payable to The Hancock County Publishing Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

tne

Editor, I suggest you make it a ruU ! gone overseas, I never
hereafter, that all bean boasters send tbeii in m position to write from “over here.”
products to you for proof. You can then 1 have been in France now practically
sell them and soon be a multi-roillionaie
three months, and hope the time will soon
[V%e heartily, hungrily, second the motion j com.* * hen 1 eau say 1 have been in OerMr.

BY TUB

paper letboys who had
thought I would be

|

many.
France is

I
a very interesting country.
already traveled over considerable of
it. Our principal means of transportation
is by freight cars, and though they are by
no m?ans built for comfort, we get there
Bar Har- |
just the same. At present we are located

Hancock county has gone over the tof
united war work campaign, though
according to the final official report only
thirteen of the thirty-six towns are rein the

ported

as over their allotments.
makes up a large part of tbe deficit of
the other tow ns by an over-subscription
of about *4,300 on an allotment of *12,496.
bor

have

J

in

a

farming district, and living in

j
i chateau h>* h
j dred years old.
w

is

said to be

an

over a

In the field outside

old

hunis

ai

Long Island plantation more than doubled fine a herd of cattle as 1 have ever seen.
^
quota, subscribing *TS ou an allot u.eut
j The jackass play a a prominent part, not
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1818. of 135.20.
I only on the farms, but throughout France.
!
A how! of protest has gone up from the
He is set n on the road a great ileal more
!
a twoThe
Will Bill escape?
leading ; Kggemoggtn reach and Biuehill bay towns frequently than the horse, drawing
announcement
that boat service I wheeled cart. No matter how heavy or
French authority on international law at tbe
from RockUnd was to be discontinued for ! large the load, it has but two wheels unhas given bis opinion that it is imthe winter. It is understood that the der it.
former
demand
the
possible to
Boston-Bangor and Rockland-Bar Harbor
The bouses are built mostly of stone or
emperor's extradition.
routes are to be discontinued. Boats are some
The
cement.
form of
people
the
only means of commanicaiion to left very little room for windows when
The bill providing for nation-wide
of
the
coast
Hancock
winthose
towns, building them, but even on
many
county
prohibition from July 1 next until the and a taste of what is in store for them dows the shutters are closed at night.
American army is demobilized, was was given by tbe ice embargo last winter, That is odc thing I can not understand;
signet: last Thursday. Wonder if this when freight had to be hauled long dis- still, the people look the picture of health.
tances from Ellsworth over almost im- This applies to the country. The large
will speed up demobilization.
passable roads. It looks like an opportu- cities w hich 1 have seen are quite up to
for some wide-awake men to estab- date—electric lights, electric
cars
and
“Peace may be all right, but it nity
lish auto-truck and jitney routes from
very nice shops—also, very nice prices.
seems too bad to slop a perfectly good
Ellsworth. In many sections of the counCandy or any sweets are out of the queswar just as we get started, “writes
try where there is as much or more snow tion.
one Ellsworth boy who was in the than
here, roads are kept open to automoFor the last mouth our boys have cerChatean-Thierry drive. It sizes up bile trffiac by breaking dow n tbe snow tainly been doing great work at the front.
the
with Urge rollers built for the purpose. A
tersely the attitude of most of
story is told of a captain being reproved
These rollers, some twelve feet w.de, go for
boys “over there.”
letting his troops go forward when he
over the roads after each snow fall, light
The capwas ordered to bold them back.
Press despatches from Paris say or heavy, crushing down the snow. It is tain replied: “How can 1 hold them back
stated that roads so treated beartne traffic when the whole German
army cannot?” I
that restriction of submarine operaof ten-ton
trucks, except in thawing believe that to be the true spirit of the
tions against merchant ships so as to
we will fi; weather.
men, and with that spirit,
—.—(prevent attacks like that against the
•
nally push the enemy back where he beAn Imperial Revolution.
LnBitania will be one of the matters
back
longs. ana turn our thoughts
(From the New York Herald.»
proposed in the peace conference.
towards home snd those awaiting us.
Tne
and
carefully
organized
rigidly regNone but a Hun
Waste of effort.
With best wishes to my home town, I
ulated revolution in Germany is running
would be guilty of such a violation of
its appointed course. When
the army am sincerely,
the laws of war and humanity anyFrank J. Dcnleavy,
leaders saw that tne game was up and that
way, and in case of war, no “restric- | Foch was about to inflict a crushing de- Company F.. 301st Ammunition train,
A. E. F„
tions” would be respected by the feat on tbe German forces and
capture
France.
Huns.
| vast quantities of men and material they
advised an appeal for an armistice. After
President Wilson is going abroad to tbe usual trickery and
More “Milk for German Babies 99
chicanery by the
attend the peace conference, and in- new “liberal” government of
(From the New York Herald.)
Germany,
cidentally to enjoy the laudations of including an attempt to use this country
Tbe appeals of Herr l>oktor Solf to
as
a
cat
the grateful English, French and
spa w, the enemy had to sign the President Wilson and of certain German
Italians. It will be a personally con- terms imposed by General Focb. in order women
what
Mrs. Wilson are
its

ducted tour, with a press agent, Mr.
Creel. To guard against any but “inspired” news of the peace conference

to

remove

the idea that the kaiser had

the arrangement, be was said to
abdicated, and crossed the frontier

part

in

have

exactly
expected of a nation
which exulted m the sinking of the
Lusitania; which treated tbe Belgians
with atrocious cruelty and then reviled
to

any

might

been

have

That

in your

of

I

the

minds

Maine

of

the domination

on

E. ideuce of the fact crystallized soon
after the news of the failure of Hindenburg and Ludendorff to take Paris with

passed

drive bad been

about

by

ibe

freely

people, complaint*

that

States out of tbe

I

Major Emery, “tbe
w as
just comiug
while I

great German
to an end.
behind

begun
Tucbel, snd tbe despair
was

helpless

we

and read

tne

istration by Congress for use only
It
during the war emergency.”
means that the transmission of information regarding the peace discussions will be entirely in the hands of
the President and Mr. Creel.
The South in th? Saddle.
Tbe “South in the Saddle” ha* ridden the democratic party to death.
Hear tbi* fro n tbe democratic New
York World:
"Democrat*

from

the North have followed

silently ihe leadership of men
from the South professing to be democrat*
but advocatiug schemes of taxation notoriously uli democratic. Democrats from all
quarters of the republic have ac cepted, practically without protest, assaults upon freedom of speech and of press, some of which
have been carried by their votes. In the case
of the press, newspapers and magazines have
been penalized by postal regulations a* once
oppressive and unnecessary and all too
Most of these measures
plainly spiteful.
have been openly, even defiantly, in tbe inhumbly

terest
ol

auU

of

a

section

or

a

class

or

for purposes

revenge.
"We
shall

have no more
democratic
until
the
of
the
people
northern states have some reasonable assurance that such bodies will not be controlled
by vengeful and parochial politicians from
the Sonth who pose as democratic but in fact

Congresses

political nondescripts.
"The democratic Congress has at least 100
working days in which to show that it is a
It can persist
in
democratic Congre-s.
measures ca'culated to wipe out tbe states
and the rights of individuals.
It esn reaffirm (its inexcusable sectionalism in matare

of taxation and otherwise. It can adhere
to policies as to the press and the mails noIt
toriously despotic and discriminating.
can deal with the North as in most of tne
southern states the so-called democratic
party deals with the ‘nigger'—if it will. But
it will write finis on the career of the democratic party."
ters

K1TTKRY TO CARIBOU.
Three

killed aod

were

seven

injured

Trunk passenger train
bound from Montreal for Portland left
the rails at Yarmouth Thursday evening.
Tbe dead are John H. Vanier of Portland,
Fred A. Little of Augusta, and William C.
Rollinson of Portland.
when

Grand

a

BAR

inflaenaa

is

far from

locality, says
respondent at Bar

this

HARBOR.
tbe

Harbor.

Four people

between Saturday
Monday morning, all from this
or pneumonia.
Henry Wood-

died in .Bar Harbor
niffht and
disease

being checked in
Bangor New cor-

armistice because sbe
tails to
must
has

do

never

so

be

succeeded

knows

invasion

tbat if sbe

will

follow.

It

forgotten tbat Germany
avoiding most of tbe

iu

misery sbe bas inflicted on
countries, and that apart from aerial
raids on Rhenish tow ns, Bbe has suffered
terrors and
other

scarcely at all. The kaiser and leaders of
Germany are able to claim that while they
took fire and sword into other countries,
their enemies
the

were

prevented

result

ating

as

w nen

resistance

of

a

from retali-

wise surrender

offen-

short illness.

victims

eyes
left them any eyes
leaders are whining

had

she

been

as

all.

And

to the

now

her

harshness

imposed by

tbe armistice;
and women—representatives of those who
of tbe

terms

wearing tbe Red Cross, spat on captured
and wounded British soldiers and flaunted

food

and

drink

in

tbe faces

of

w

as

useless.

the armistice

terms

all

felt

tbe

reports of

ham.

mreel.

Apply

Ellsworth.

we

as

War

Great Works
Paris

Waterville
Old Tow n

to

advance, out of touch with
except for that news, can
hardly be described. No one of us doubted tbe ultimate outcome, but it iooked
like some years of captivity for us. The
feeling of confidence among tbe Germans
still

high

Reserving the right on the part of the State
of paying aud redeeming anv serUl 0f Mid
bond at 103 with Interest on December 1 j»w
or any intereat date thereafter,
opon 'j0cnotice of the tall as may be prescribed in »»
bond
Interest payable semi-annually June
*a<j
December 1 at the office of the State Trei"
orer. Augusta.
The said bonds to he is.n*,i
in denomination* of Ciuooani 8100.
The right to reject any aud i.i bids is hereby reaervrd.

house on Liberty
Ms*. J. H. Bbs*n«-

REPORT OF

Highway Bonds, 8118.500
Permission granted by the Capital
B'lft.VX) Pour Per Out. 2-jet'
Committee
Gold Coupon Bonds.
Dtied December 2.29!A Due Dec ’mh»r 1. lpy.
Interest payable se ni ancuallv Jane 1 »n,j
December at the office of the Slate Treat
urer. Augusta. Maine
The aaid bonds will be issued is denomination* o' 910> o and one fVlu.
These bond* ate tax -xenipt.
No bids for the Highway issue for le*s ttuj
par will he considered.
The right to reject any and all bid* is hereby reserved.
All bids should He seal'd and marked
"Proposal fO’ Bo ads” and addressed to Jo*
W. Simpson. Treasurer of Stale. Augasta. «e
Bids will he cpeued at 'he office of hTreasurer of State on December 4. tBIB, a;
JOo’c.ock in the afternoon.
Jos. W Aisrso*.
Treasurer of ■Hate

soon, however,
restlessness among tbe

discovered

1

6URR1LL NATIONAL BAM

merely

more

a

at

well

more

in

cautious

RESOURCES.
Loans and discount*, including reoiacoums.FT*3,0*2 74

re-

marks, I cannot say. Sometimes I thought
they were less well informed.

Total oans.
Notea and
bills rediscounted
than
(other
bank accep'ancea soldi
$4jOOO<W.
Foreign bills of exchange
or drafts sold
with indorsement of this hank.
Overdrafts, secured. $6iO.AW;
unsecured $402 77.
U. S- bonds deposited to
secure circulation (par
value).
U S. bonds and certificates
of indebtedness pledged
tosecu-el’. 8. deposits
(par value).
bind* and certifiU
8
cates of
indebtedness
p.edged aa collateral lor
State or Oi her deposits or
bills payable.
U. 8 bonds and certificates
of indebtedness
owned aud unpledged
Premium on U. 8. bonds
Liberty loan bonds. Shi.
4 a d 4li per cent, un-

July

my barber in the suburbs
repeated, with amazing frankness, stories
of desertion and discontent brought from

“Early

tbe

in

front by tbe soldiers

comments
in

that date

His

leave.

oai

were

also

complained bitterly of

He

cant.

on

which

signifi-

the way
bad been

tbe German people
to, and when l asked what was to be
done be said : 4 That ebap up above there,
At tbe
we’ve got to throw him down.’
lied

were

sist

1

even

afraid tbat

on

the

k*tes»deut would

our

emperor’s

And

abdication.

tator of

;

j

Germany, and in tbe short time

picked out.’
Despite tbe growing conviction among
intelligent people that it was a losing
game,

the

overnight.
broken aud
their

wrath

actual
Tbe
even

collapse came almost
military machine was

tbe

pau-Germaus

agaiust them,

bad beeu deceived.

1 could not

<

turned

because

partly

due to

a

they
feel-

feeling

in certain

1 did not know how deep the
revolutionary feeling had
gone, and it might be well to have me
outside in case my testimony was wanted.
Naturally I didn’t stop to analyze motives,
but took the first chance to ‘beat it.’
The day I landed in New York 1 heard
the kaiser also had ‘beat it.' Consequently, if any one in Berlin had hoped
! 1 would say on my return that the tiermans were really against tbs kaiser and
circles that

democratic

oo

30.008

00

25,000

08

7,300

lH.fiOQ

00

15.000

00

12.500

00

a. d. 1918.

28.000

00

63,00 00
10,008

00

90,308 0

24,775

60

scrlpkKin)..

124 577

00

2,240

0

’..mOOOo
7.376 55
1,100 00
13,000 43
22,458 32
86179
23JU511

1,375

9b

2,50000
1.982

05
800 00

Total.-. 0401,622

39

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.

$50,000 00

Sarplns fund.
Undivided profits......... $11,249 97
Less current expenses, interest sod tsxe* paid.
Mil 77

Circulating
standing

notes

10.000 00

3,008 20

out-

49,800

Net amounts due to national banka.
Nvt amounts due to bauka,
bankers and trust com-

*>t

panies

2325

Total of items-.
Individual deposits subject
to check.
Certificates of deposit due
in less tnan 80 days (other
than
for
money borrowed).
Certified checks.
Caahier'schecks outstand-

ject^ reserve.

00

40

1,221 02
42

126,776 l?

13370 73
80 00
1,711 95
750 00

a

<t

1918.

in
P. Oreen'aw. late of St >niu<-i
or
said county, deceased. Frauk W. Br* aet
Portland, county of Cumberland. -ut' oi
Maine, appointed administrator of tne esU*e
of said deceased; date of qualification November 5-. a. d. 1918.
Prank R. Nason, late of Surry, in
Candage or
8,dte H
coanty, deceased.
saHtoiilngton. In said county, appointed
ministratrix of the estate of said dec«a*e«
date of qualification November ft, a. d. 191»-

Harry

Henry E. Moulden, Ute o< Sw»n'»
or
in said coanty, deceased. S- A. McDonald
so
Htonmgton, In said county, appointed
mmistrator of the estate of said oeces*«adate of qualification November 19, a. dsaid
Harry R. Cousins, late of Brooklln. in
county, deceased. Prank A B- wdeu of »Va
”’
to*
of
Brooklln. appointed administrator
tate of said decease!; dale of qualification
November 12.1915Sarah B. Harper, late of Casune. in
of b*coaniy. deceased. Kanu L. Holme*
faai. county of Waldo, State of Maine, *P'
of
extate
of
the
administratrix
pointed
deceased; date of quail deal iou Novembera. d. 1918.
“
Phebe E. Thurlow, late of
said county, deceased.
Eugene H. Tburlow
of Buffalo, New
York,
««
iatrator of the estate of aaid deceased;
of qualification November ft. a.
Maine,
of
State
being a resident of the
baa appointed Charlotte M. Sawyer of S.
ington, in the county of
Maine, as his agent in said State of Maine,
the law direct*.
Leonard B- Kane, late of tarry, in B*1
oi
county, deceased. Kdmond 4. Walsh
worth, la aaid county,
iatrator of the estate of aaid deceased.
of qualification November 5, a. d. lkiB.
James H. Morae, late of BluehilL
of
county, deceaaed. Plorence 8. Morae 1
BluehilL appointed ad ml p 1st rati i x of
date of qaaliic*”
tate of said
November ft, a. d. 1918.
Albeit Q. Johmon, late ol Bar
Oiace W
aaid county, deceaaed.
tdmlml#’"*?
ol aaid Bar Harbor,
ot tbe ettale ol aaid deceased; date of qn*1
fiction October so, a d. 101*.
1-ewia.K. Coomb., Ule of win*®r
in aaid county, deceaaed. Harry t.Cmbtre.
ot K Haworth, In aaid county, apnolnled>"
‘l
mini.trator of the estate of aeia
d.
date of qualification Norember 5, a.
Wlntar
of
late
Kathleen U Coomb,
Harry
In aaid county, deceaaed.
»
of Bllawortb, in aaid county, appointed
decea.
mlnUtrntor of tbe oeute of aaid
1»»
d.
a.
date ot qualification Norember 5.

BtCNBlafft00;;
appointed_*d
l#1^

Wjj*

256,272 92
48,910 00

appointed

43,940 00
45.000 00

contingent liabilities.

$6300 00

STATE OF MAINS.
Courttt or Hahcocx as.:
I. Edw. F. Small,
cashier
of the above-named
do
bank,
solemnly swear that the above statement ia
true to the beet of my knowledge and belief.
Edw. F. Small Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th
day of November, 1918.
Ddmoxd J. Walsh,
Notary Public.
Correct— Attest:
L. Hodqkixs,
H. C. Johdam,
J Directors.
Chas. ft. Bo sail l,
y
—

appointed ad“JJ

^deceased;

256,272 92

Total. $001,522 89
Liabilities for rediscounts,
those
with
including
Federal Reserve bank...
5,000 00
Tout

,

Fred L. Dorr, late of Orland. m said county,
deceased. Flora K. Dorr of said Orland.appointed t*ecutiix of the laat will aud te*ti
ment of said deceased: date of qualification
November 5, a. d. 1918
Loring R. Page late of Bucksport, in *ai:
Addie L
H*ge of »
county, deceased
Bucksport, appointed executrix of tb, .*<
will ai.d testament of said deceased: date of
qualification November ft. a. d. 19.8
Eben H. King, late of Bir Harbor, in *a:d
county, deceased. Eben K. Wbitak -r of sai*.
Bar Harbor, appointed executor of the last
will and testament and codicil of *aid_aecaused; dale of qualification Novem >er 5. »
d. 1918.
Montell- W. Abbott, late of Bucksport. In
Merrill Trust t outcounty, deceased.
count,. State of
panj of Bangor Penobscot of
the ia-*'
Maine, appointed executor
and te*lau»ent ol said deceased ; da^e of qua!
fication November ft, a. d. 19<H.
Edna Wardwe l, late of Penobscot, m >•»»«!
Creamer o.
Waller J
county, deceased.
Mv.nr.
Bangor. Penobscot coanty. sta'e o'
of •
estate
the
appoiattd a ioiimstrator of
deceased; date of qualification November i..

..

ing.
Dividends unpaid
Total of demand deposits
(other than bank deposits) subject to reserve, 142375
Other time deposits.
Total of time deposits subWar loan deposit account,
Other United States dedeposits, including
of U. 8. disbursposits
ing officers.
Bills payable, with Federal Reserve bank.

P&OKATR NilTlCtS
ia hereby given that the followi *
appointments have oeen made by the
Probate Court within sad for the county f
Hancock, State of Maine:
Emily 8. Rogers, late of Brookline, coanty
of Norfolk, commonwealth of MvuMcbusett*
deceased. George H. Campbell or Roland
Park, county of Baltimore and *ia e of Martland, a p pot ued administrator wuh the wi!.
annexed of the estate of said accessed. dtte
of qualification November 6 a. d. 1918 Not
being a resident of the rtta'e of Maire, he
baa appointed Schuyler R. Cla-k of Scutawest Harbor, in the coumy of Hancock. State
of Maine, as his agent in aaid 8taie >>1 Maine,
as the law directs.
Qilbert F. Candage. late of Btuehiil. in said
county, deceased. Kdith M Clay aid Roait
P Briggs of Bluehiil and Irvlig S. t'andage
of Hedgw.ck. to aaid eouutv, appolmed et
ecuto a of the last will and testa-wen: of
U.
deceased; date of qua Ifica ion Not mb

l^OTICE

\

Tot«l bonds, securities,
etc., other than U.S...
block*, other than Federal
lie erve bank stock
Siock of Federal Reserve
b*nk.(56 per cento! sub-

Furniture and fixtures
Real estate owned other
than banking house.
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve bank.
Cash in vault and uet
amounts due from
ua
ttonal bank*.
Checks on other banks in
the same city or town as
reporting bank.
Total of items.
Check* on banks located
outside of city or town of
eporting bank and other
cash items.
Redemption fund with U.
3.
treasurer
and due
from U. 8. treasurerWar Ravings Certificates
aud Thrift Stamps actually owned
Other assets, if any..

Mxml liotura.

248,033 74

00

..

Reward,

moment

60^00

U. 8. deposits.
LI arty loan bonds. 3*-.*.
4 and
4^ per
cent.,
pledged to secure State
or other deposits or bills
buyable.
Payments actually made
on
i.ioerty 4‘* per ceui
bunds of the Fourth Liberty Loan owned.
Bonds other than U- 8.

Collateral iruat a id other
notes of corporations issued for not less than
one year nor more than
three years* time.

00

1,11$ 4-5 I

to secure

in

they were afraid be wouldn’t.
But it was generally accepted tbat tbe
kaiser bad long ago lost bis grip and infiuence and tbat Ludeudoeff was tbe dic-

6.000

pledged.
Liberty loan bond*. 3^. 4
aud lit per cent., pleuged

in-

October

251.032 71

..

remarked to a member
of tbe Keicbstag tbat in August people

abdication.

Ellsworth, in the State ot Maine, at the close
of bostneaa on Nov. l, ifis.

Whether tbe

to do and educated classes.
were

-OF THE-

working people

that did not appear among tbe
tatter

CONDITION

when i reached Berlin.

“Very

Capital Ism UmmKtm

191V

tbe whole world

was

loan, 8500,000

Incla*l4

lift.

to

MAINE

•500XWO Four Per Cent-«ertsl O Id Pout*,Bond* Tax Exempt
Dated December 2
Ma'uHng annually fso.OPO per ye»r berinnin^
December 2.1*23 to December 1, 1932,
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OF
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Bank Statcmmt

tbe German

might

learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to core in
all its stages, aud that is catarrh. Catarrh
being greatly Influenced by constitntional
conditions requires constitutional treatment
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken internally
and acts through the blood on the mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying
the foundation of the disease, giving the
patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature fa doing it* work.
The proprietors have so much faith in the
curative powers of Hall's Catarrh Medicine
that they cffer One Hundred Dollars for any
asetba* 1 fails to cure. Send for list of teszuonis
Add c
7. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo
t / a 1 Druggists, 75c..
fcio. So

STATE

in

wires

tbe

weep”—if

at
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It had

help
starving men only to snatch it from I ing tbat with dll their sense of humiliathe tion, faces looked brighter and a sen»e of
their lips—are whimpering over
be mitigated, tbe kaiser and the leaders of
fate of other women and their offspring. relief went through tbe
people that tbe
the junkers temporarily “made themselves We do not
forget the harrowing tales long night of oppression and misrule
j
scarce.” But now that things are settling related some three
about
the
years ago
Of course tbe effort to get
wa* over.
down nicely we get word of the intention
of
Germau
babies
and
alleged privations
aboard tbe baud wagon was amusing, but
of the kaiser to return to Germany, with the “milk fund” raised in this
country on tbe other band truths came to be told
the consent of tbepreseut authorities. Of
in
to
be
and
only
expended
propaganda
and read with avidity which
brought
course they
will
consent. There was as blood
money to support spies and about a great revulsion of feeling and feelnever any real intention of permanently
assassins.
iugs of shame aud remorse which I bad
getting rid of the “All Highest,” and unThe German women who memorialize □ever expected to see.
less the peace conference takes steps to
Mrs. Wilson and complain of the sever*
At the time 1 left the greet fear was not
prevent it, in a few mouths he will be
ity involved in taking away railway roll- j what the terms of capitulation would be,
back on the throne.
ing stock from Germany, conveniently so much as what would con.e after. Reignore mention of how the Belgian and ports of Bolshevism in the army were rife,
SOUTH HANCOCK.
French lines were stripped of everything and the
spectre of a Russianized Germany
Mrs. F. M. Watson lett Monday evening
except what was needed lor German had taken the place of a Prussianized
for Brooklyn, N. Y.
military use—engines, cars and trucks Europe. The evil seed they had helped to
Ben. Homer left last week to work on being sent into Germany— while that not sow in Russia was beginning to show a
sent away was ruthlessly destroyed
in home
the Washington County railroad.
crop. That was one reason which
the course of evacuation. How, it may led to an
Luther Merchant and wife called on his
attempt at a coalition governbe restored and
be
is
to
Belgium
asked,
ment and half measures toward democracy
grandmother, Mrs. G. P. Haven, Friday.
rehabilitated without the railways and ! instead of a clean
sweep early in October.
Mrs. Fowley of Eastport, with two
rolling stock of which she has been Added to this was the desire to ha?« the
daughters, visited her son, 8. H. Mitchell,
German
robbers?
Which
of
;
by
deprived
“old guard” swallow their own medicine
last week.
the countries should be first considered and
accept themselves the severe terms
Allen Crabtree has moved home from
by the United States and the allied which were known to be coming. At the
Mrs. Crabtree, who has nations of
Hancock Point.
or
or
Belgium,
Europe,
France,
| time Prince Max was made chancellor, the
received hospital treatment in Bangor
Germany?
poet was suggested to much more radical
several months, is much improved.
As to feeding Germany and her former persons, but theee promptly “passed the
C. L. Smith and wife spent Saturday
accomplices, obviously our first duty is j buck.” The argument was that the guilty
and Sunday with their son Arthur and to
help to sustain the allied nations and elements should not be allowed to hide
family, at Northern Maine Junction. W. see them though the hard times still behind the skirts of the democrats, but
H. Ball accompanied them by automobile. ahead.
Then, if anything is left, we should be forced to acknowledge tbeir deThe death of Mrs. Genevieve Colwell at should go to the assistance of neutrals, feat. Then the revolution could be left to
Prospect Harbor caused sadness here, especially those which were friendly. the future.
where she had lived two years and made After that it will be time enough
to
“Id the midst of the excitement, on
many friends. Sympathy is expressed for think about those who have murdered
October 22, 1 wee allowed to get out.
her family.
and starved our own men and the men,
This bad been impossible so long as the
Nov. 26.
W.
women and children of other countries
military control predominated. By the
who were in their clutches.
second week in October the military were
WALTHAM.
merely taking orders from the civilian
government. Altbongb nothing was said
N. A. Googins and wife of Lamoine
$100
$100
to me regarding the matter, I was conwere here reoently.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to vinced that my
release was at that
Albert
and wife are
In order that

Saturday evening, after a
Ue was about thirty-eight
Pettengill
visiting
years old, well and favorably known. He
at Old Orchard.
leaves a wife and six small children.
Mrr. Moses Haslam is visiting her
Raymond Clark died early Monday
morning. He was about thirty-five years daughter, Mrs. Edgar Snowman, at
He leaves a wife and three small Bucksport.
old.
Miss Minnie Jordan is home from the
children. Clifford Walls, aged twentythree years,died at tbe Bar Harbor hos- Maine Central institute on account of
health.
pital Sunday evening. He leaves a father poor
Mrs. Asa C. Colby and granddaughter
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. William Wails
of Otter Creek. Fredonna, the one-year- May are visiting Mrs. Colby’s sister, Mrs.
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. £. L. Kingman of Brewer.
L.
Willey, died Sunday night.
| Nov. 26.
wortb died

her

Ms:*,,

Mains,,,?'

Portage
Paris

1 was there 1 saw him tali from a national
bond# pledged to secure
j hero to tbe most execrated man in tbe
U. 8 deposits.
conqueror in the war she provoked in- j empire. Early in October, a rather con- i
Securities
other
than
stead of the conquered? To quote
Bisremarked:
*Tbe
servalive
U. 8. bouds
journalist
(not including stocks) owned
marck, she would have left them “only lamp-post he will bang on is already
unpledged
she had
with which to
shown

sc™

So

Jot Salt

into Holland, and the crown prince, who
moment I hardly believed my ears, but
coming to the American people, the also was stated to have renounced his
them as beasts; which starved and brutal- each
succeeding week brought a stronger
government last week seized all ma- claims to the succession, did the same.
ly treated British, American, Russian and conviction tbat great masses of the people
rine cables.
This action, after the
Maximilian of Baden resigned,announcother prisoners of
and
war; whose soldiers
were thoroughly sick of their rulers,
emergency of war is virtually ended, ing as his successor the socialist Ebert,
time and again squealed “Kamerad” only
before I left I found myself talking Engis characterized by Senator Sherman and a mixed socialist and liberal governto treacherously kill, or attempt to kill, lish
quite openly In Uoter den Linden and
of Illinois as “an arrogant abuse of a ment was formed, including Scbeidemann, tbe men who
respected their sign of
tbe necessity of tbe kaiaer’s
Erzberger, Soif and others of that ilk, but surrender. Are the Germans so dense as discussing
war power conferred upon the adminnot, it will be noted, Liebkuecht, who has to think
that we can forget tbe atrocbeen prevented by the authorities from
ities in Belgium and northern France,
making speeches before the workmen's tbe
useless destruction of food and of
and soldiers' committees. Von Hindentbe very means of raising it in tbe fuburg, who nominally has givrn his alleture, the thefts of supplies from our
giauce to the new government, remains in
commissions working in invaded terricommand of the army and is leadiug it
and
thousand
and
one
the
tories,
back into Germany.
atrocities they have committed?
Germany is fulfilling the terms of the
would
What mercy
Germany have

HOTEL HELP WANTED
WOMEN *nd girls warned
for be.
year ar.und
hotels in Main,
waitresses, flue tip hole »; also chamt,."'
kitchen dish, laundry and
b
Chets, pastry and all-around cooks.
Bell sna
bn s
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hoys, second
third cooks ,hotel positions, Apply always to
n
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»
quarters.
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Bangor.
87 sears
wanted for heal summer hotels
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Sleeves,
K Delaite,
Arthur P Foster,
Roy R Jones,
Harold P N°Uon,
Louis F Nadeau,
Alfred P Rock.
Albert J Jennesa,

repulse of tbe German army by the American*
at Cbateau-Tbierry was brought
made

A'!if#iK«inFnt~ffMI
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Ellsworth

Luther

war.

back to tbe German

for
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Donald

between America and Germany prior
United States’ entrance into the
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working and business tlasses that the
keiser and bia military clique had been
withholding the true status of the situa-

new*
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Db HARRISON B WEBSTER,
Castme
Arthur Moreau.
Brunswick
Leone* Burke,
Bangor
John F De rouetae,
Bangor
Albert H Larry.
Bradford
Willard 8 Manley,
Bangor
West brook
George N. White.-II,
Howard M Huff
Dover
Wm G McDonald,
Portland
Harry W Hayward,
Presque Isle
N Berwick
Rilpb E Allen.
Guy L Lancaster,
Kingman

Kaiser Wilhelm and the rule of Prussian
militarism.
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CASU ALTY

pieced und»r police jurisdiction in Berlin.
Major Emery, in discussing his experi-

op-

the

leaders of the

Germany, is to
prevent eventual control of their country
by the Bolshevik i was the assertion of
Major Henry C. Emery, who has just returned from tbat country, having been a
pri*oner in an internment camp and later

spring

on

thought in the
Erzbcrger. Philip

Scbeidemann, and other
present government in

the

was

SF.H Work
• •I
t**rw
ri
--'a. FT-VO

uppermost
Mathias

of

German

was

interest except
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necessity
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nothing to what came while
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To the Editor of the American:
When 1

ADVERTISING RATES ON

France, Oct. 26,

in

C. t*n»ery Tell* of War Time* In

II.

There.

From Over

say?

mild winter, with
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Mary A. Ollmore. law
county, deceaaed. Wm. B. Blaiedeli
in and
▼an, public administrator

Jn,.

J°'.H‘hc

,*

^ra-^rdeca^.Td^u'^qu.adc.io"
d. 1918.
November 6,
a.

Cbarle. H. Preble. >•*•••
uid
W »
e.t
ol tbe
Bnlliran, appointed
tate of said daoeaaed; date of qnalincat
November SO. A d. 1010..-th
*e
Dated at Bllawortb, thU twenty
day ol November, a d. ISMv.,,.
of
fluii B. Hull, a, Act inf Be fitter

county, deceased.

*$“£?•«

admjni.trator

j

HOME AGAIN.

Hull* Who Fought in
pr^ofse, Her** onJShort Furlough.
M.

(Mpt

continuous service of nearly a
United States army, Capt. M
of Ellsworth arrived home last
L Hull
After

in the

r

ten-days’

on a

Saturday

sea.
Passing thence
t&rougb the Irish
(Southampton, he crossed the channel

tc
ic

entrained for eastern France.
Havre and
Aft- r a short period of intensive trailihe was assigned to the
ng in camp there
(infantry) regiment of the now

23rd
8. Regulars, and
famous 2nd division, U.
wnt tor a *ix weeks’ period into the
French trenches on the heights of tlie
of Verdun. From there
Meuse, southeast

to the Somme region
this regiment went
the fighting eist ol
inrt took part in

drove south from
the 2nd division

put into camions and rushed by day
without sleep or rations,
»n ! nUbt travel
to Chateau-Thierry, where, on June 1, the
23rd infantry, the 9th infantry and the
marines, all regulars, were thrown into
position across the Paris-Metz road where
tbe German advance was nearest to Paris.
The « bole world now knows the result of
vra.*

tbi#

and

move

w

hat

followed.

The Ger-

farther in their advance. It
wi>ine turning point of tbe great war,
tod from that time the Huns began to fall
came no

mans

back.
Id tbat battle (Mara inrantry and tbe
whole 2nd diviaion suffered cruel losses.
Ibis division held tbe barrier
Gartnan advance all through

against tbe
June, and

day of the month the 9th and
the
the 23rd infantry won glory by
capture of Vaux (south of Soissons).
Tbe most important and vital blow was
administered on and after July 18 by the
the last

on

1st and 2nd divisions jointly, with the
French Moroccan division, near Soissons,

wiping

when the
salient

rv

out oftheChateau-Thier-

made

was

cert

a tu.

In that

battle,

(.apt. Hail commanded his company, the
regular cm plain being absent.
Lieut. Hall paaaed through all tbis
tighting unscathed and shortly afterward
tbe division was switched east to take
its

place

tb-

Ml.

in

Mibiel salient

September,
strategy

reducing

the line of attack for

was

in

before

but

completed

he

and

August

tbat

successful
sent back

was

country. The Mt. Vernon, on
which be waa returning, was torpedoed,

to

this*

but

waft

saved.

New York, be was
captain and given command
of tbe 3rd battalion at Camp Amatol, New
On

arrival at

his

promoted

Jersej,

that
on

happened

have

since

this side may change bis
they have changed tbe

ments, as
ments of millions

of other people.
Of the others who made up ;his
“first ten” from Plattsburg,

nal

his

origisome

have made the supreme sacrifice, some are
maimed, but none gave their devotion in
vain. The result to the world is worth its
terrible cost.

Thursday Club Committees.
Following is a list of the committees
four months, beginning with

December-Mesdames

for

December:
W.

Haynes,
F. H. M
scomber, Emma G. W is well, H. M
J.
F.
W.
Hall,
Packard, F.
Whitcomb, A.
H. MrFarlsnd, Emily Smith, C. A. Hauscom, J. A. Peters, J. F. Kuowlton, George
A. Dodge, A. W.
King, George S. Foster,
Muart Ellison, Luther A. Leach,' Misses
H.

Flizabeth True, Anna Hight, Helen BonJ- A. Thompson, M. A. Clark.
January —Mesdames George Corneille, P.
J*
F.

Phillips, A. H. Sawyer. H. H. Higgins,
K. Burrill, K. F. Small, C. W. Joy, Alice

Hooper,

ing With Hun.
American Boy Avenges Death of His
Chum Even to Hun Monument.

G.

P.

Miss Mary

Newuiau,

Wounded

Cruelty

j

American Tells of
4,000 Feet Above

London.—If anyone believes the
Yanks are inclined to be lenient toward the Huns he needs
only to take
a journey
among the hospitals and get
’lie spirit of the boys who have
tieen
through tlie mill. They tell some pretty characteristic stories in the hospitals.
of the officers, when asked
what was the general feeling of the
boys, said:
All you have to do Is to ask one
or two of them to find out.”
This slory is told by one of tile officers and vouched for:
“We were going over.
The first
blast of the machine guns got us
pretty well.
Then ‘Jerry’ started over.
We met. In the move forward oue of
our boys was shot
by a German rifleman.
The boy’s chum, standing close
to me, saw the German who shot the
first boy. We then rushed. The Germans began dropping to their knees
and
calling ‘Kamerad.’ This hoy,
with his chum lying on the ground,
flashed up to the German who had
shot him. The Hun cried for mercy.
He was on his knees.
'“Kamerad!1 repeated the Yank.
‘You get no mercy from me. I’m going to run this bayonet through you,
turn you on your back, and then put
your helmet on the gun-stock. That’s
the only monument you’ll get. you
Hun.’
dirty
“The German pleaded for mercy
again, while the boy held the bayonet
against him.
“Then there was n second's suspense.
Then came the grunt as the bayonet
went home and the Hun was bowled
over on his back.
Then the hoy said
to me:
'Lieutenant, if I lose this gun will
It be charged up against
mej"
’Not a -bit, go ahead,' told
him.
“Then he shoved the gun until the
muzzle went through the German's
chest, the bayonet deep Into the
groiiud. Then he calmly took the
Hun's helmet, placed it on top of the
gun and said:
*’
'That’s yotlr monument, you
Hun !’"
Clue

NO UPPISHNESS ABOUT SIMS
American Admiral Acts as Guide to
Naval Wireless Operator
in London.
London.—There's
nothing uppish
about Admiral Sims.
Anybody who
has joined the navy for the purpose
of helping liek the child killers looks
good to Sims.
Bill Swinger, former telegraph operator, now a first-class wireless operator, was plodding wearily about the
11 rosvenor Garden district trying to
find some one who could talk United
States and direct him to navy headquarters, when u big man with a reddish beard stopped him.
He talked United States and soon
found that Bill was hopelessly lost. It
isn't everybody who Is directed about
I.ondon by an admiral, commander In
chief of Uncle Sam’s warring navy,
and Bill is rather pleased to have the
honor.
Situs got Swinger's naval history in
a few questions, then directed him to
his "home port." which happened to
he 28 Grosvenor Gardens.

HUN BRUTE GRINS AT HIM
Yank Swings Helplessly in Air Watching the Rope the Parting of Which
Would Plunge Him
to Death.
Paris.—An act of refined German
cruelty 4,000 feet above a certain battlefield was related to me at the great

hospital

at

Neullly,

near

Paris, by

an

American balloonist, whose name cannot be mentioned because he is not yet
listed as a casualty.
This American
was descending In a parachute when a
German aviator deliberately cut the
parachute ropes. Heresjs his story:
“Another lieutenant observer and
myself were up in a ‘sausage.* We
were not worried, because the German
aviators had been very quiet lately.
“Suddenly a German pursuit plane
dropped out of the clouds overhead
in u straight nose dive toward our balloon, firing explosive bullets. We immediately took to our parachutes. The
blazing balloon collapsed and plunged
20 feet away from us, the fire scorching us as it fell.
Cuts Parachute Ropes.
“I did not see the German aviator
until about a minute after my parachute hud opened.
Then he drove
pust me, firing not at me but at the
parachute ropes. I saw tracer bullets
overhead had cut two ropes.
The
parachute began to wobble and threatened to collapse.
“The enemy flyer drew a circle, then
came back, despite the ‘archies’ (high
angle guns) whose shells were menacing me as well as him.
“I tried to use my revolver, hoping
I could land one bullet before plunging, but I was hampered by the harness. The coward deliberately grinned
at my first shot.
Then he fired again
at the ropes.
I fell with a sudden jar.
F saw a third rope swiftly unruveling;
it had been cut.
Just then a shell
burst neur and drove the plane away.
“Got Foe's Number.”

“Imagine my sensation, swinging
helplessly In the air, watching the rope
the parting of which would plunge
me!
Well, the parachute collapsed
about thirty feet above a forest. Here
I am, and my only hope is to get back
and get a chance at that German aviI remember his plane number—
ator.
yes, I got his number!”

REPRESENTS AUSTRALIA

W.

O.

Mesdames

Tapley,

WOUND STRIPE ONLY DESIRE

L. H.

Cushman,

Miss

March—Mesdames

May Bonsey.

HURRY.
Mrs. Phebe Torrey is visiting her grandson, Harry Torrey.
Mib. N. J. Kane and daughter Doris
^•rl

Bangor

last week.

Harold Carter, Nina Carter
IIJd Ruth Swett have
gone to Bangor,
•here they have
employment.
Mrs. Edna Goodwin went to Cherry

Gasper,

field Saturday

daughter,

to

speud

Mrs.

Nov. 26.

of

Result of

the

as

Apparently
Being

winter with

Mary Campbell.
L.

Somewhere in France.—He was a
marine who had been badly gassed
during the attuck on Chateau-Thlerry.
He lay in the field hospital, suffering
horribly, yet uttering no sound. But
presently the nurse could see that
something was worrying him.
Finally he became so restless that
she summoned a surgeon.
“Better try and find out what he
"Poor devil, he
wants,” he directed.
may w-ant to leave a last message for
There's a good chance
his people.
that he won t pull through.”
Over hint the nurse bent, ears attuned for some sob-compelling dying
sentiment.
“Say,” the ghostly whisper came
slowly from blistered lips. "Say. do
you get a wound stripe just for being

gassed?"

WHEN A FAMILY

NEEDSJ

FRIEND

**'• Abaonce of Doctors Nobly Gons
t# War, After
Influenza, the Grip,—

Those wonderfully useful medicines,
fj°ndjs Sarsaparilla, Peptiron and
lood

s

Pills—comprising

the new
treatment—are

■''tnbination family
Wa™1-,V recommended.
l*kea regularly, Hood’s SarsaParilla before meals, Peptiron after
and Hood's Pills at night as
nie*Js,
seeded, they are reasonably sure to
eeP

family

in health and prove to
reliable and always ready friends,
they purify the blood, build up
trength and regnlate the system.
<jet all, or any one, as you think
e

,'ou

a

need, from

your

druggist today.

Flagpole 346 Feet High.
Camp Lewis, Wash.—The tallest
flagpole in the world, measuring 346
feet, has been erected here and from
its peak flies the Stars and Stripes.
The flag is 60 by 90 feet. The pole is
set in 12 feet of concrete.
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INDIAN PRINCESS GOES
TO SING FOR SOLDIERS

|

3

Denver, Colo.—Princess Tslanina, daughter of a Muskogee
Indian chief and widely known
throughout the West as a talented mezzo-soprano, is en route
to Europe to sing for American
Thomas Evans, halfsoldiers.
brother of the princess, reeer
ly was killed in the he**’
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of

Navy

Department

American
Navy Yard.

ly expanding.

CLOSE HOLES IN

MACARONI

Uncle Sam Must Save Cargo
and That’s Reason for
Innovation.

Space

TAX”

IN

LONDON

Henry Yule Braddou, the prominent
mill well-known Sydney business man
who has Just been appointed commissioner for Australia to the United
States. Mr. Braddon is a member of
the New South Wales parliament and
his position, which is the first of its
kind, represents the growing interbetween Australia and the
course
United States.

DOWN

PLANE

WITH

Exchanging.

Lnlonjl

RIFLE

Remarkable Feat of Marksmanship
Described by American
Newspaper Man.

Atlanta, Ga.—How a German airplane was brought down by a squad of
American Infantrymen armed only
with rifles is graphically described in
letter from Harl H. Coffee, wellknown to newspaper men of the South
through his former connection with the
Western Newspaper Union, and who
the
is now serving in France with
Eighty-ninth division.
A small squad of American soldiers,
among them Mr. Coffee, was resting
by the side of a road, when a German
plane, flying very low, passed over and
began dropping hand grenades. The
Americans opened Are with their rifles
a

and a chance shot struck the pilot in
the head, killing him Instantly and
bringing the machine to the ground
with a crash. This is the first Instance
reported where an airplane has been
brought down with rifles, and it is not
likely to be duplicated again unless
marksman
some exceptionally good
gets a chance shot home.

London.—The vicissitudes of war
have finally reached the woman shoppers who dote on buying, returning,
exchanging and working what in
America is known ns the “approval
slip" privilege to the limit.
The luxury tax will reach them—
will reach Into their purses even.
The luxury tax will be paid when
the purchase Is made, though the
price of the article may be charged,
if the customer has a credit account.
Rut, if the article Is brought back,
perhaps as the occasion of another
trip to Oxford or Regent street, and
exchanged for something else, the war
tax must be paid on this second article as well, or on the third or fourth,
if the exchange habit lasts that long.
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FOOLS LOAN

SALESMEN;

JANITOR TAKES $900

Kansas City, Mo.—“What’s the
smallest amount I can give?"
5 asked John Boylan. a janitor
5 at the Commerce building, of a
E team of Liberty loan workers.
E
“Fifty dollars," replied the
E team captain, “but we hope you
E will—”
"See you after dinner when I
Sj
jS talk to my wife,” Boylan replied.
Three hours later, when the
jjS team returned, Boylan handed
them a sack saying:
s
“That’s all we can Invest
S now.”
In It was $900.
E

j2

I
|
E
=
=
s

E
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Harriet and Paula Pinkham of Seal Harare
visiting their aunt, Mrs. Roy
Bulger.
Miss Albertina Ridley spent the veekend at Seal Harbor, the guest of the Canbor
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1,651.74
Mrs. Alta Bunker and son Alva will
946.81
leave this week for Vermont, to visit Mrs.
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141.89
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88.58

27.80

71.08
$34,886.82

Miss

Helen

Massachusetts,
employment for the

they

have

MCOLIN.

Wisdom

Francis McUown is in very poor health.
Lena Camber
of
Ellsworth visited
Minnie Danico recently.

"A Doctor’s Prescription, Fam-

Whispers

Lyman DeWitt has returned to his
from Moluncus, where he has been
working for Hillard Bcboppee.
J. H. Peasley, wife and little son
Donald, who have been visiting Willard
Phillips and wife, have returned to Jonesport.
Hillard Schoppee has moved his crew
home

aad

teams

from

Moluncus

where he will have wood cut
he purchased last winter.

back
on

More than ion Years

ous for

Dr. George A. Phillips of Bangor visitfather, Willard Phillips, recently.

ed his

JOHNSONS

?

Anodyne LINIMENT

jlj

{Internal as well as External use)
This wonderful old family medicine
quickly conquers Coughs, Colds,

aoEftlraemtiuE

United States Railroad Administration
W. G. McADOO. Director General of Railroads
Correct etf to
November 11,

1018.
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Hancock. 10 39 ;
Franklin Road. 10 471?
Wash’gt’n June.. 11 OSH
Ellsworth. 11 HU
Ellsworth Falls.fil 17I

BREWER—ELLS—At Camp Devens, Nov 22,
by Rev Paul Gordon Fab >r. Mias charlotte
Brewer to Lieut John B Ells, both of Bar
Harbor.
FLETCHER-WASSON-At Ellsworth. Nov
14, by John H Brimmer, esq. Mrs Annie M
Fletcher to George 11
Wasson, both of

5
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6
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43.
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McKenzie’s. ...;i 17 02.
Holden. 12 oij 7 08
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7 29
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t7 35

GROSS—STANLEY—At Stonington. Nov 21,
by Rev G B Davis, Miss Arvilla T Gross to
W alter E Stanley, both of Stonington.
HARTFORD—CLAY —At Bucksport, Nov 21,
by Rev William Forsyth, Mrs Annie S Hartford, ot baugor, to Dav.s B Clay, of Bucks-

j
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ORCUTT—GRINDA L—At Sedgwick. Nov 19.
by Rev Daniel w' Kini'a’i. Miss Hart»e E
Orcutt.of Brooksviue, to Ernest K Gnmia.
of Seo*: wicK.
REDM A N H ALL —At RelEis’. Nov If-’, by Rev
M 9* ,-d Reoman. of
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Bangor.Iv.
BETTEL—At Bluehill, Nov 22, Mrs Nettie A
Bettel, aged 50 years, 2 months. 3 days.
CLARK—At Bar Harbor, Nov 25, Raymond
('lark, aged 35 years.
DODGE—Iu England, Nov 1. Private William
C >»»uge, of Ells »..rth, aged 25 years, 8
"ths. 26 days.
m
HAYNES—At Ellsworth. Nov 25, Finest L
Haynes, aged 43 years, 5 mouths, 19 days.
JORDAN—At Bar Harbor, Nov 23, Henry J
Jordan, U. S. naval reserves, of Somerville,
Mass., aged 21 years.
JELLISON —At Bar Harbor, Nov 13, Mrs Annie M Jellisoo.
LEACH—At Bangor, Nov 22, Miss Angie E.
Leach, formerly of Orland.
PERKINS —At Penobscot, Nov 18, Russell
PerkiriB, aged 2 years, 4 months.
At Germantown,
Pa, Nov 19.
ROBERTS
Catherine G, widow of Horace D Roberts,
formerly of Northeast Harbor, aged 83
years.
ROBBINS—At McKinley, Nov 16, Mrs Sarah
M Robbins, aged 84 years, 7 mouths, 4 days.
SWEETSER-At Portland. Mrs William
Sweetser, formerly of StoningUm.
25. James E
SMITH—At Bucksport, Nov
Smith, aged 54 years.
WALLS—At Bar Harbor, Nov 24, Clifford
Walls, of Otter Creek, aged 23 years.
WILLEY—At Bar Harbor, Nov 24, Fredonua.
daughter of Mr and Mrs C M Willey, aged 1
year.
At Bar
WOODWORTH
Harbor, Nov 23,
Henry Woodworth, aged 38 years.
—
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Stops Suffering

Historical Wagram.
Wagrara, known by its own people
as Deutsch-Wagrum, Is a village of
Austria, situated on the plain of
Marchfeld, eleven and a half miles
Here
northeast of Vienna. Austria.
on July 5 and 0, 1S09, Napoleon Bonaparte defeated the Austrians, commanded by the Archduke Charles.

DUNBAR—At Bluehill. Nov 24, to
Carroll C Dunbar, a daughter.

J

Grippe. SotysTar'oat,Cramps,Chills,
Spry,ins, Strains, and many othtir
common ills. Soothes, heals, and

here,

the lots

Brewer June.
Holden.
McKenzie's.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’u June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, £ Fy.
Mt Desert Fy ar.
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Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, t Daily, except Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

THANKS.

thank all oar neighbors and
their kindness and symso many ways during the illpathy shown
ness and death of our beloved mother.
Mr. C. H. Inman.
Miss Hitt;« Herrick.
Mrs. Lillih Crosman.
Mr. Chas. E. Inman.
Surry, Nov. 7, 1918.
wish

to

WE friendsin for

CAKD OF THANKS.
'\lrE wish to extern! our sincere thanks and
YY appreciation to friends and neighbors
for their kindness and sympathy in our rerecent bereavement.
Mr. and Mbs. John Knowlton.
Mr. Charles Robbins.
Mr. Colson H. Robbins.
McKinley, Me., Nov. 23, 1918.

H. W. DUNN
and Marble

Monuments, Tablets and]Markers |
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor,

AH Hinds of Linndry Wort
fAPHTHA CLEANING
Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

Mo'.

Ellsworth,

Me

$roftssianal ®arB«.

ALICE

Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
State Street,

~

Eiimiiiiiiiiuiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiimi

Trussell and

this week for

IDjbm laments.,

AUDtttisrmnus,

E
S

Sadie

themum, iris, lily, morning glory, peony, plum, quince and the ever-present
wisteria.

144.94

743.45

9

$30,633.91

Mrs.

will leave

winter.
3,575 01
Rev. A. P. MacDonald gave two interest704.87
at the church Sunday after102.47 ing sermons
708 05, noon and evening. The service flag with
606.58 fourteen stars was given to the church by
296.19 the C. E. society. There is one gold star
j
878.69 J for Alfred E. Ladd.
1,181.96
Rooney^
Nov. 25.
776.86
414.68
468.48
Popular Japanese Flowers.
889.29
Ten of the most popular flowers In
301.42 Japan are:
Apricot, cherry, chrysan-

49

9,918

the

106.26

559.06

240

spend

3,462.19
727.01
949.51
632.06
318.28

1,090.32

263

124

Barbara Stanhope left Monday to
winter with her grandmother
in East Macbias.
Miss

168 29

188.41

415

Charles Hulbert.

I

1,182,09

~

E
E
E
E

Islesford.

58.69

COWING—At North Ellsworth, Oct 12,
and
Mrs Leland Waldo Cowing,
a

New York.—They’ve gone end abolished the hole in macaroni In order to
save cargo space.
They’ve gone arid
This startling report has
done it!
just leaked back from France, and it
explains the recent strained ways of
the great city’s macaroni, vermicelli
and spaghetti makers. Holeless madhroni? Most unnatural!
However, Uncle Sam must save
cubic miles of room on his stupendous

at

held at the hall Fri-

19

No. 21.
Totals.

ing

is work

was

soon.

BORA.

Hits Purses of Shoppers Who Dote on
Buying, Returning and
N«w»p«p»r

school

plantations.

.....

and
naval tugs. The shore establishment
is on the same extensive scale, with
aerodromes for balloons and airplanes,
great stacks of coal and mammoth
tanks for fuel oil.
Naval headquarters is In constant
wireless touch witli the whole range
of this naval activity, along the 300
miles of front and fur out to sea,
where the convoys are steadily moving in and out.
It is a huge work this big establishOn the strictly
ment Is currying on.
naval side are the defensive and offensive operations—defense of American and other allied shipping across
the Atlantic, and offensive in the war
of extermination being made against
enemy submarines.
Outside of the naval operations there
Is the steady march of a vast naval
construction at all the ports along this
300 miles of sea front, repair plunts,
fuel stations, oil tanks, water works
and all the requirements of a great
naval establishment which Is constant-

dance

day evening.
Clarence Crosby is boarding with Millard Spurting for the winter.
Mrs. Lucinda Stanley, who has been
very ill at Seal Harbor, is expected home

fund for the cities,
The figures for
Hancock county follow:
Amherst.
58
$179.15
$160.24
common

Aurora.
Bar Harbor.
Bluehill...

ships—destroyers, repair ships,
verted
yuchts, mine-sweepers

A social

number of persons of school age, and the
amount of the school and mill fund and
towns and

an

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Gladys Spurting

Amounts Hancock
County Towns
Will Receive From The State.
Announcement was made Thursday at
the office of the state treasurer of the

American Naval Base, France.—
Here on this rugged Breton coast there Hrooklin,.
Is an American naval
establishment Brooksviile
which Is r. sort of composite of the Bucksport.
C'astine.
busy actlvify of tbe navy department Cranberry Isles.
ut Washington and one of the big Dedham....
navy yards on the American seaboard. Deer Isle.
Vice Admiral Wilson, commanding Eastbrook.
the American nnvnl forces in French Ellsworth.
Franklin.
waters, has his headquarters here,
Gor.ld8boro.
with an executive staff quartered in
Hancock.
one of the largest buildings of the city,
Lamoine.
the
Wilson.
Place
President
Mariaville.
fronting
American bluejuekets are on guard at Mt. Desert.
all the entrances, and steady files of Orland.
American naval officers and sailors Otis.
Penobscot.
crowd the corridors on their various
Sedgwick.
duties.
Sorrento.
Besides the rush of the port itself, S. W.Harborthis is the naval administration cen- Stonington.
ter for 300 miles of the French coast, Sullivan..
divided into three districts, with a Surry.
number of the chief ports Into which Swan’s Island..
Tremont
the masses of American men and maTrenton.
terial are pouring.
Verona.
Aside from the American transport Waltham.
fleet which comes and goes, there is a Winter Harstanding nersonnel of officers and men Plantations
in these districts, with some eighty Great Pond...
Long Island...
con-

“LUXURY

Gassed.

E.

H.

A.

Man

Concern

Dying

Agnes Lord.

F.
Joy,
Fobinson, A. K. Russell, B. B. Whitcomb,
H»rry L. Crabtree, George A. Parcber,
Julia Giles, F. C. Burrill, Frank W.
Foiling, Misses Isabel Aiexauder, Ruth
^Joodwin, Alice H. Scott, Sarah Aiexauder,

•ere in

Only

SCHOOL MONEY.

the

I*

reckoned In great bulk, many cubic
In the A. E. F. it
blocks of room.
goes under the name of “wiggles.”
What will New York’s hard-pressed,
and
unconventional
temperamental
element do if veteran doughboys import a vogue on their triumphant return of “wiggles,” without holes, into
all the city’s places of red ink and
this slippery savor?

M- V.

McGown, Alice Parker, Annie
Springer, L. T. Holmes, Allou P. Royal,
F- F.
Robinson, jr., W. E. Whiting,

Vast Establishment Maintained
on French Coast.

transportation undertaking. Spaghetti,
without the vent, the hole, Is just as
good, tastes even more solid and saves,
the diameters of its former air spacing

Stuart.

February—

BIG U. S. NAVY BASE

Battlefield.

movemove-

FOE OUTS FLYER’S
PARACHUTE ROPE

in Deal-

ex-

piration of this leave. He expected to go
hack w ith a new command to France, but
arrival

Squeamishness

to

to which he will return at the

events

Show No

leave of absence.

Originally commissioned first lieuthe
Plattsburg training
terir>t from
of the “first ten” on the list
urM% as one
immediately to active serbt was ordered
France without further training in
f,ce in
The transport he crossed on
this country.
rigged to Liverpool by a northern
to Iceland, and then down
rout*, nearly

Amiens.
When the Germans
the then in des Dames,

YANKS NOT LENIENT

H.

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL W«HK.
Agent Cuion Safe Deposit A Trust Co., of Portend, tor
furnishing Probate and Surety Bod I
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Removed to 1 Sshool St-,
Ellsworth, a.

I—

—m

—

lffial yotters.

Legal >oturv
.STATE OF

To all persons interested in either of the es
tales hereinafter named.
At a prooate court held at Ellsworth, ii ant!
for th« count; of Hancock, on the fiftti
dav of November in the year of our Lord
cue thousand nine hundred and eighteen

THE

late of Eltsworih. in said
A certain lustruui> nt purcounty, deceased.
porting to oe the last will and testament of
said deceas d. together with petitiou for pro
bate thereof ana for the appointment of
Clarence Hale, one of t he executors named iu
■aid will, without g vieg boud and lor the
appointment of Frederick Hale, as joint
executor iu place of Mary C. Hale, the other
The said Mary
executor named in said will.
C
Hale having declined appointment as
executor.

Amanda E. Norwood, late of Tremont, in
■aid count*, deceased.
Petition that Llewellyn J. Norwood or some other suitable
person be appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased, w ih.iui giving bond,
presented ny Llewellyn J Norwood, widower
of said deceased.

against

I.VIE

Whitcomb, administrator, filed for

settle-

ment.

Jennie Swanson, late of Castine. in said
county, deceased. Final account of Augustus
Swanson. administrator, filed for settlement.
George Will Joyce, late of Swan's Island,
in said count*, deceased. Fiist and fin»l
account of Adelbert J. Kent, administrator,
filed for settlement.
Abbie Thors* n. late of Hancock, in said
•canty, deceased. Second and final account
•f Edmond J. Walah, administrator, C. T. A.
filed fer settlement.
Lucy B. H. Goss, late of Stonington. in said
•onnty, deceased. First aod final account of
Minot E. R Goss, administra or. filed for
settlement.
Ellen B. Stover, late of NortL Brooksville,
in said county, deceased
First and final
account of I«aac L. Stover, administrator,
filed for settlement.
Charles P. McCartney, late of E lsworth,
in said countv. deceased. First account of
Howard F. Whitcomb, administrator, filed
for settlement.
Nelson Stewart, late of Hancock, in said
eounty. deceased. First account of George
L. Stewart, administrator, filed for settlement.
Aioert

lste

Treworgy.
county, deceased. First and
Laura E. Treworgy, administratrix, filed for
settlement.
Agnes D. Brown, of Bucksport, in said
Bounty, petitions said coart that her name be
shanged to Agnes i> Arey.
Frederick AI her. Brown, a minor of Backsport. in said coun'y. Pe ition fi ed by Agn^s
D. Brown, mother and legal casiodian of said
Frederick
Albert
brown, that the name
of said Frederick Albert Brown oe changed to
Frederick Albert Arey.
William V,'. Billi: g-* late of Orland. in sa d
etit.ou filed by Jessie L.
county, d> Ccastu.
Smith,admi istratrix.for license to sell certain
real esta e of said oeceased. situated in said
Orland and more fully described in said pe
tilion.
Josiah H. Gordon, late of Sullivan, in said
county, deceased. Petition fi.ed by Minnie J.
Wentwo th. nrayirg that the appointment of
said petitioner n.imed as trustee, in the last
will and test tmer.t of said deceased, may be
confirmed by said court.
Gilbert F. Candag*, 1st* of Blu^hil’. in said
•ounty, deceased. Pet ti n filed by Edith M.
Clay, Irvi, g b. Canaage and Rosie P. trigg?*.
praying that the appointment of said petitioners named aw trustee in the last wi'l and
testamem oi said deceased, may becoi fir.ne^
by said court.
Jennie .Swanson, late of Castine. in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Augustus
Swanson administrator of be estate of said
dceeased.tbat an o.der be issued >o disirioute
among the heirs at law of said deceased, the
•oiouui rt msinicg io the hands o* »aid administrator, on uie settlement of his final
aooounu
Mary A. Collins, late of Castine, in said
Petiti n Pied by Frank J
county, Ut.cc A3c.
Coombs, president, and J. Wesley Bowden,
treasurer of the trustees of the Methodist
Episcopal church of Castine. cxec .tors of toe
last will and testament of raid deceased, that
an order be issued to distribute the amount
remaining in the hand.-, of said executors, on
the settlement of their final account.
of

burry, in said
fina account of

Of-'

Sals of

Candage

Arthur

_

■> •“

t.«4 «»<»•>

With tbe barrel

"I suffered from

these

figures

other

of

Sterling Freel hey
the Margaret Wells

and

money

will

words, precise

a

Snow of

North Hluebiil is

few weeks with relatives here.

Ethel Allen and
the house

family have moved into
purchased of Sidney

recently

Pert.
Eugene Cole, Everett Hale and John
Allen, jr., have employment on the Purdy

Flye Point.
Harry Candage, who

farm

on

tend his father’s
his duties

as

came

borne to at*

funeral, has returned to

locomotive fireman.

to-day
CandAge leaves
with her youngest daughter Rachel for
Mrs.

Mattie

treatment in
The last

Portland

a

of the

the Misses

hospital.

summer

Peabody, closed

The

weirmen

their

of

the season’s

tneir summer

Blnehill
work and

They report

weirs.

all

bay

have

taken

rather

a

up

poor

this and

adjoining

steamboat
towns after

service
one

send

ambition. After doctoring for
and getting no better i tried
Vinol
and to try surprise it built me
up and
strengthened my whole system. It
is certainly a good tonic. "-Mrs ui1
^

awhdl

D. Dawson.

IN

SERVICE

city

now

claims

the “honor mother” of the
Mrs. Motile Easley has ten sons
In the army, the youngest having enlisted a few days ago.
Besides her sons, she has two brothers and two nephews in the service.
They are all In army camps In the
United States, but expect soon to be
“over there.”

to

more

up a howl that will grow louder
louder until ’service is resumed or a

state cf NEW HAMPSHIRE,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said new steamboat line established. Already
state of New Hampshire, duly authenticat'd,
the merchants aud people generally are
having been presentee to the judge of probate
beginning to take action.
for our said county of Hancock for the purin
and
recorded
Xknophon.
Nov. 25.
pose of being allowed, filed
the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
DEDHAM.
Order*d. that notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
L. R. Black of Bmgor is home lor a few
copv of this oroer three weeks successively
a
newspaper
in 'the Ellsworth American,
days.
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to .he teutu day of D cetnber, a d. i
Mrs. F. W. Fogg, who has been seri1918, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be heid at Ellsworth, in and for said ously ill of pneumonia, ib better.
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foreMrs. Ella Burrill attended the Congrehave, j
noon, and show cause, if any they
against the same.
gational conference in Bangor, Nov. 21.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of Probate.
Private W. G. Slone of Camp Crane,
A tiue copy.
Attest:-Claka E Mullan. Acting Register. Pjnnsylvania, has been here for a few

days’ furlough, to visit his wife, who was
in either of the esMiss Ethel Fogg.
Witness, BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of' To all persons interested
named:
tates
hereinafter
said Court,
at
Ellsworth.
this
fifth
New Century grange held an interesting
day of November in the year of our Lord one At a prooate court held at Ellsworth, in and
the ninethousand nine hundred and eighteen
for the county of Hancock, on
Nov. 23, with good attendance.
Clara E. Mlllan, Acting Register.
teenth day of November, in the year of <ur meeting
A true copy.
Lord one thousand nine hundred and eigh- , The lecturer presented a program approAttest:—Clara E. Mullah. Acting Register
In vacation.
teen.
priate to Thanksgiving, including, also
following mat’ers having been pie
rpHK
JL seated for the ac*ion thereupon herein- patriotic features: Reading, a quotation
To all persons interested in either of the esThat from President Wilson on
after indicated, it is nereby ordered:
Tnanksgivmg,
tates hereinafter named:
notice thereof be given to all person Inter
by E. W. Burrill; a poem, “Belgians
ested. by causing a copy of this order to be
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
published three weeks successively in the Smg,” by Gertrude Pond,; tableau, “Belfor the county of Hancock, on
the twelfth
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
gium,” posed by Ethei McLaughlin; reciday of November in the year of our Lord
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
one thousand nine hundred and eighteen,
appear at a probate con»t to be held at Ells
tation, “Lauding of Pilgrims,”,Earl Miland by adjournment from the fifth day of
worth, on the tenth day of December, a.
November a. 6. 1918.
ler; reading, “Thanksgiving 1630,” Mary
d. 1918, at ten of the clock in the forenoon
Burrill; reading” 'Thanksgiving To-day,”
TI1HE fo’lowing matters having been pre- and be beard thereon if they see cause.
in
late
of Brooksville,
James S. Condon,
X sen led for the action thereupon hereinElla Burrill; singing, grange; patriotic
after indicated. it is hereby ordered:
That said county, deceased. Petition that Everett
notice thereof be given to a 1 persons inter- L. Gray or some other suitable person be ap- quotations from every member; reading,
ested. by causing a copy of this order to be pointed administrator of the estate of said Laura Coon, “When Fall
Comes;” recitapublished three weeks successively in the deceased, presented by Grace A. Condon,
tion, “The Farmer Lad,” Helen Black;
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published widow ol said deceased.
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they tuay
Maurice
Ellen Bishop, late of Corea, in said county, recitation, “Fatner Abraham,”
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsdeceased. Petition that Harry 8. Bishop or Miller; topic, “What medicines for house
worth, on the third day of December, a. d.
adbe
some
other
suitable
person
appointed
1918, aw ten oi the cioc*. in the forenoon, and
hold use and for animals should be
kept
j miniftrator of the estate of said deceased,
he heard thereon if they see cause.
without giving bond, presented by Harry 8. °n hand?” discussed by Mary
Burnll,
Evelyn K. Bulla id, late of Ellsworth, in Bishop, grandson of said deceased.
1 Laur»
H«ttie
E.
W.
Cook,
Miller,
Burrill,
■aid county, deceased. Petition that George Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of
B. Googins or some other suitable person be
said Court at Ellsworth, this nineteenth George Pond. Tue next meeting, Dec. 14,
appointed administrator of the estate not alday of November, in the year of our Lord will be an all-day session (with
dinner)
ready administered of said deceased, preone thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
for election of officers. A large attendsented by William R. Jordan, an heir of said
Clara E. Mullan. Acting Register.
deceased- E. 8. Clark, former administrator,
ance is
A true copy.
for.
hoped
having resigned.
Attest:—Clara E.Mullam. Acting Register.
Nov. 26.
B.
Gilman Jordan, late of Waltham, in said
•canty, deceased. Pinal account of J Alden
fel
NORTH CASTINE.
Moree. administrator de bonis non filed for
settlement.
Fred Sawyer of Bangor recently visited
PAUPER NOTICE.
Gilman Jordan, late of Waltham, in said
contracted with the City of Ells- bis father, Cbarlea Sawyer.
Petition filed by J. Alden
ecu nty, (deceased.
worth to support and care for those who
Moree, administrator de bonts non of the esMrs. Ross Conner is ill. Mrs. Ada Contate of said deceased, that an order be issued may need assistance during five years beginto distribute among the heirs-at law of said ning Jan. I, 1916, and are legal residents of ner of Castine is with her.
deceased, the amount remaining in the hands Ellsworth. I forbid all persons trusting them
Miss Phyllis Webster has gone to
ef said administrator de bonis non. on the on my account, as there is plenty of room and
Orono,
accommodations to care for them at the City where she has
settlement of bis final account.
employment.
Arthur B. Mitchhll.
Farm house.
late
of
D.
Hall’s
Hamor,
Cove,
Harvey
Francis Perkins has reta-ned to Hot
tewn of Bar Harbor, in said count}, deceased.
▲ certain instrument purporting to be the
brook island to finish his season's wornlast will and testament of said deceased, toElijah Heath and wife left Friday for
gether with petition for prolate thereof, presented by Calvert GHamor, the executor
Portland for a visit with Max Leach and
therein named.

ALfcXANDfcR,

and

Smith

Brewer, where they bive
employed by the Bangor Lumber Co.

Bucksport,

a

Bunker of Tunk, and Harry MeEllsworth were guests oil), (j
Worcester one nigbt recently, on their
Simon

way to

Ceorge Springer has meed Itnrteen geese and bad a ready market
lor
them lor Thanksgiving. She
reports the
demand far exceeds the supply.

successful

plentiful.

M. A. Goodwin and

Nov. 18.
FATHER

family are at home
few weeks. Mr Goodwin and bis brother Frank, of
Hancock,

OOOBB RHYMER.

North Penobscot father, who long ago
were threadbare all Mother Goose rhymes,
now amuses bis own and bia neighbors’
children with original \eraes.
Here is
one of bis latest yarns:
Oa.e. wheu 1 strolled through a forest wood,
w heo theauo was
going down.
I caught s glimpse of something
to
he
seemed
Which
gray or brown.
I knew not what this thing might he.
As It did not wait tuy gaxe.
But later, when 'iwas darker,
1 saw two eyes, like a blsir.

Blacksmith.

Henry Ball
cock

|

are

on a

at the “Old

il -ath”

j

Sat

urday, Nov.22,

lin held their first

the t« achers of

meeting.

topics

were discussed
leaching priarithmetic, supervised noon hour,
reading, common words often mi .pro-

»ng

The (late of

Charles

interested

ftlailowell
not,

are

Hooper
are

and

daughter Lena of

visiting relatives her**.

Mary Robertson left Saturday for

Mr*.

it

employed.

J. B. Havey arrived home from
Portsmouth,
H., Saturday night.
Mrs.

was your brave old papw,
Whom the wildcat tried to “ketch."
But found be was so smart and brave
He did not make a fetch.

It

Pearl

Charles Watson, William
tleorge Colson spent the week-

Tripp,

Milne and

end with their families here.
The

Now, children, be like papa,

influenza patients

and the moat of them

Staunch and strong aud brave.
And learn to run so very fast
Your “napper” you may save.

Lawrence Ashe

are

are

all gaming,

able to

he oat.

la.still quite ill of pneu-

monia.

The

And always, through life's journey.
Be it morn or settiog sun.
If danger be upon you.
Be like dear old dad -and run.

community

ftuddeu death of
Robertsou

on

shocked by tbe
Julia (Macomber

was

Mrs.

Thursday morning, Nov. 21.

Mrs. Robertson had

been

in

poor health

month*, yet her death came very
unexpectedly. Sbe leave* a husband aud
little child, a father aud mother. Much
sympathy is felt for the bereaved relaseveral

WEST FRANKLIN.
Fcarl

Coombs and family

are

at

house

from Lamoiue.

large crew of men and hor^t are at
getting out Christmas trees.
Misa Jeanette Clark of Sullivan has been
visiUug her aunt, Mrs. S- T. Goodwin.

tives.
M-

Nov. 25.

NORTH LAMOINE.

Kulredge aud wife of MedRichard Hastings of the naval reserve at
M
lord. Mass., are visiting his parents, L.
smith and one of the best-known men
Bar Harbor, is at home on a furlough.
hLiliredgt- and wife.
in East Tennessee, announced that he
Mrs. Evelyn Marston is at home from
has since converted 12,000 persons In
Willis Austin was here on Saturday
she
has been several !
an ah*
Dryden, w here
16 state*.
renewing old acquaintances, after
i_i I months.
»ence of thirty-seven years.
^
Eastman
David E. !
Nov. 25.
Hutchings and

Victim* of Epilepiy.
The names of Caesar, Mahomet, Napoleon and Byron spring to mind as
among the almost innnmerable list of 1
suffered
Illustrious men who have
from epilepsy.
Shakespeare makes
Cassius tell his hearers that “Caesar
hath the falling sickness."

Harvard

A dangerous rasping cough and sore
t’>roat can be quickly relieved by Kemp’s
riiJsam. A few cents invested in a bottle
will amply repay you when you have occasion
to use. Used by thousands. Satisfaction guaranteed. Sold by druggists everywhere.

|

"Mother says we musn’t waste
any flour and that the best way
not to waste is to use WILLIAM
TELL, ‘cause you always have
good luck with it and it goes

further."
DAISY BAKER

Jones and wife of Brooksville
guests of Capt. J. E. Blodgett
to

meeting

Loao

Machias where her husband

recent

Mrs. Grace L. Ordway la attending

mxt

A. 1 persona wbo
invited to attend these

NORTH BUIJJ VAN.
Charles

and wife.

I

the

Nov. 26.

wife.
were

Frank-

Toe follow

meetings.

HAVING

{Share & Share AKIce

Ha0-

of Mr*. Hattie Clark.

are

Xauuz.

Witness BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of
twelfth
Ellsworth, this
Court at
said
day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and eighteen.
Claba E. Mcllan, Acting Register.
▲ true copy.
Attest:—Claba B. Holla*, Acting Register

of

aim

E., James M. and Hal Clark, on ibtu genual banting trip.
Mr*. Bali b tbegoe*

j

|

bunting trip.

Capt. Mania

and

will be announced later

work

Knoxville, Tenn.—Celebrating the
thirtieth anniversary of his conversion.
Rev. J. T. Sexton, formerly a black- i

a

will go into camp

nounced.

And, children, when this 1 heard.
You can t guess what 1 done:
I turned around and beaded for home
As fsat as I could rua.
was

for

mary

Ouch! How my hair stood up endwise.
Like s mouse * who spies out an owl;
And then 1 saw some shining teeth
And heard a dreadful bowl.

Hat*
No. nor *booger,” ibis beast
But a wildcat Urn feet tong,
Your poor old dad be nearly got.
But he bowled another s»..g.

Bayside

from

Spec.

_

A

Converted

Spec pond.

Mrs.

trapper and naturalist, succeeded in procuring quite s large number of hue fox
skins in this vicinity.
He reports the
deer

been

comber o!

Josisb Wilson snd wife have returned
borne, after visiting tbeir daughter, Mrs.
Homer Lowell.
of

Limber. Like tor

week.

E. J. Rolling and Oa.vlon
Stanley lre„

Elmer and John Billings, two little boys
place, found ripe wild strawberries Nov. 17.

Knapp

at borne from

borne from

*f this

Mr.

are

Druggim* Every

Thanksgiving

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

are one

state.

trip, until spring. Dependent as the
people of this section are on a steamboat
to bring their goods, they are already
beginning to make complaint, and will

j and

boots that

Hartshorne, Okla.—Tills

Steamship Co., contrary
precedent, has announced disits

wear

Oklahoma Woman Claims to Be the
Honor Mother of the
State.

Eastern

continuance of

to

HAS TEN SONS

Belmont,

season.

to

sure

people to go,

home here last week, and left for
Mass.

closed

be

Venture.
Canton, O.—Thla city 1* probably the
first In the country to have a comResidents of the
munity laundry.
northeast section of the city have
formed an organization for the establishment of the laundry. Shares of
stock were sold at $10 each and more
than 300 stockholders are interested
In the venture.
In connection with
tbe laundry the community plant will
operate a dry cleaning establishment,
hat and shoe cleaning shop and shoe
repair shop. While the plant will be
a profit sharing concern, the price of
work, it Is expected, will he held considerably below the regular pricts to
stockholders.

Eugene Friend of West Brooklm.

Mrs. Ellen

safety,

or in

Canton, O, Probably First City in
Country to Make the

weiring

past season, at Seaville, is home.
Hsrtwell Candage has sold a yoke of

spending

tbe side of

START COMMUNITY LAUNDRY

occupy

the

to

Cleveland, Ohio.
I keep house for mv husband and
myself ami got intoaweak, run-dovs
condition, no strength, languid and n!!

run-

A

house this winter.

Charles Pervear. who has been

oxen

on

larger than the shoes yon ordinarily
Next, wear inside them one good
big pair of soft woM socks, and outside
these socks a pair of m 'CcasiDs” made of
unfleeced sheepskin, with the wool inside. In addition to tbe above, we also
are addicted to cork insoles.

Haven.

family

is

wear.

Urge moose is making himself quite
neighborly hereabouts.
William Kay and w ife have moved home
factory

nervous,

COUNTY NEWS

size

s rum

at

vilAKLhii i£.

horizontal position

duck buul in cold weather?

A

from the sardine

in a

figures will reveal
tbe drop to be slightly less than as given.
What is your best suggestion for keeping my feet warm in rubber boots on a

poor health.

quite

a

down condition and loss of strength
so it was hard for me to pet around
and do my work. After other medicines had failed to help me Vinol restart'd my health and strength and I
heartily recommend it to anyone suffering from a nervous, run-d^wn

X_

roughly three inches, st sixty yards, six
inches and at eighty yards, twelve and
one-half inches.
Whatever error exists in

list week.

j

Whitman, Mass.

Hunting Helps
Lxprrt

and measuring from the line of tbe axis
of tbe bore, tbe drop at forty yards is

1918.

be
CERTAIN
of
a copy of
BENJAMIN OATHERCOLE. late of COLE
and
BROOK, in the county of COOS,

business

To help me make allowances in shooting my .22 caliber autoloading rifle will
you kindly publish the drop of bullet at
40, 60 and 80 yards?

XEW'S

is in

Charles Hall lost

instrument purporting to
the last will and testament

Shaw

condition.”—Mr*. R. M. Little.

BROOKUN.

NORTH

The

V

^

First,

Hancock ss. At s probate court held st
Ell«wortn in and for said county of Hancock,
on the
piaete nth day of November, in the
ye»r of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and eighteen. In vacation.

the

attend

and
Arno — Ammunition

Aar Madkiae ia tfcs WatUL
la Basso. 10c.. Me.

POU.VTY

STATE OF MAINE.

to

Tips
Tai^et
by Our

_

NOTICE OF rOKKCLOM’itK
TIT HE RE AS Stephen Richardson, of Mt.
Deert. county of Hancock. State of
IT
Maine, bj nis mortgage detd da.ed tbe 90th
day ot March. 1899. and recorded in the reg
istr>,of deeds for Hancock county in book
335 .page 333. conveyed to John W. Somes, of
Bfttd Mi. Desert, a certain parcel of real estate
sjtQaied in Mt. Desert, aforesaid, and de•crib*"4* a* follows, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
the Be«ch Hill District in the town of Mt.
Desert bounded and described as follows, to
wit: Beginning at the northeast corner of
the Clark lot and running south eigbty-tnree
degrees and thirty minutes east twenty rods ;
more or less to a s ake in the east side of the
road from the Beech Hill to the 8.
cross
thence south six degrees
W. Hsrbor road;
and thirty minutes west sixteen rods to an
iron bolt; thence north, eigaty-three degrees
and thirty minutes we*t twenty rods more or
less to the east line of the said Clark lot;
thence north six degrees and thirty mmu.es
east by the east line of said Clark’s lot six- I
teen rods to place of beg nning and comains
two acres more or less. The anove described
lot being tbe same as that conveyed by Mary
C and J >hn O. Richardson to me, the said
dated Sept. 4th,
Stephen Richardson. b> deed
a. d. 1897, and recorded in Hancocg county
329
deeds,
book
of
page V*:” and
registry
Somes has since dewhereas said John W
ceased and John A. Somes of said Mt. Dese't
has been duly appointed administrator of tbe
and whereas,
estate of said John W. Somes
said John A. Somes, administrator as afore
said, on tbe fifteenth day of November, 1918.
assigned said mortgage and tbe note thereby
secured and all bis interest as such adminisirator in sad to the same to John A
Some*; and whereas the condition of said ;
mortgage has beer* broken, now, therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof.
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
John A. Sonus.

conditions have made the demand
upon
mother’s time and energy' unlimited.
In their zeai
to do all in their power for their loved
ones, they
continually overwork and are soon in a nervous
run-down condition. Vinci, the non-sccrct cod
liver
and iron tonic, will build you
up and make you
strong.
HERE IS PROOF

U.

Hilda Smith and Lewis Smalli.1ge are
attending Non beast Harbor high school.
Nov. 18.
G.

Sold arorrafcooa.

BERTRVND B. CLARK. Judge of Probate.
A true copy.
Attest:— Claea E. Mrixan. Acting Register.

Mt Desert, Me.. Nov. 16.

Bangor
college.

Bad Breath

same.

What You Need is Vinol
War

PRETTY MARSH.
Adelaide Stnallidge has gone to

Miss

these conditions with
Beecham’s Pills.
They
promptly regulate the bodily functions and are a quick
remedy for sour stomach and

A

J

pills

for tbe stove.
Nov. 25.

Correct

MAINE

Hancock *».—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, iu and for said county of Haocv>ck.
on the firth cay of November, in the year of
our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eighteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
testament of
a copy of the last will and
MARY U COCHRANE, late o! BOSTON, in
the county of SUFFOLK, and commonwealth of MASSACHUSETTS,
deceased, and of tbe probate thereof in said
commonwealth of Massachusetts. duly authenticated, having been pres* nted to the
judge of probate lor our said couutv of Hancock for tr.e purpose of being allowed, tiled
and recorded in ihe probate court of our said
county of Hancock and that letters testa
memary issue 10 Robert H Gardiner, without
giving bond, he being the executor named in
said will.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing s
copy of this order three weeks successively in
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed
at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior
to tbe third dav of December, a. d. 1918. that
they may appear at a probate court then to be
held at Ellsworth, in and for said county of
Hancock, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and
show cause, if any they have, against the

Jointed

&

the same.

Tired,OverworkedMothers

C. M. Leach, who ia aeventy-aix years
oln, baa cut bis fire wood, carted it from
the woods and hat quite a part of it fitted

Keep the stomach well,
the liver active, the bowels
regular, and the breath
will be sweet and healthy.
But let poisons accumulate in the digestive organs,
the system becomes clogged,
gases form in the stomach
and affect the breath.

BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of Probate.
A true cop*.
Cl>*a E Mollan. Acting Register. I
Attest:

Simeon W. Haskell, late df Deer Isle, in
sa.d .county, deceased.
Petition that Fret
land H. Annis or .»one other suitable peraon
be appointed administrator of the estate of
said deceased, without giving bond, presented
by Preeiand H Annis, next of kin ot said deceased.

Harry F-Moore, late of Ellsworth, io said
eonnty, deceased. First account of Benjamin

U

baa gone to Caa-

spend the winter with hia daughter, Mrs. Charles W. Devereux.

tine to

RffiMIS

^5

Sfit rcistmrnt*

post office dutie** duting tbeillmaaof
Mm Mary Willard.

tbe

*

Oapt. Bennett Dunbar

V

Eugene Hale,

*•

MAINS.

Hancock »•.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, iu and for saia coun y of Hancock,
I on the twelfth day of November, in the year of
our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and
eighteen, being au adjourned session of the
November a d. 1918 term of said couit.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the las
will and testament of
WILLIAM PERRY, late of SALEM, in the
and
of
commonwealth
ESSEX,
county
of MASSACHUSETTS,
dece ased, and of the probate thereof in said
commonwealth of Ms*, sac host its. duly authenticated. having beeu pr.-e ted to the
; judge ot probate for our said county of Hsn
j cock for the purpose of being allowed, hied
I and record a in the prooste court of our
said county of Hancock and that letters of
I administration with the will snneied issue to
Lacy W\ Perry, without giving boud.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
i all persons interested therein, by publishing
this order three weeks successively
a copy of
a
Aimncan.
newspaper
j in the Ellsworth
printed ai Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock. prior to the third d^y of December,
a
d 1»18. that they may appear at a prob.te
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in SDd for
svid couu-v of Hancock, at t-n o’clock »n *hforenoon, and show cause, if any they nave,

following matters having been pre
seated for the action thereupon herein
af.er indicated, it i9 h reby ordered: That
notice thereof be given to a!l person- inter
ested. by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks success'vely in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ells
worth on the third day of December, a. d
191*. at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard .hereon if they see cause.

Robert Crosgrove, Iste of Castine, in said
Petition that Carrie C.
coanty. deceased.
Ladd or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, w ithout giving bon i. presented by
Oarrie C. Ladd, daughter and beir-ai-law of
■aid deceased.
George E Soper, late of Bar Harbot. in s*id
Petition taat Nellie D.
county, deceased.
Soper or some other suitable person beapadministrator of the es ate of said
eceased, presented by Charles L -operand
G Henry Soper, sons of said deceased.
Raymond A. Turner or Raymond Turner,
late of Orland, in said coanty. deceas d. Petition that Clarence A. Turner or a. me other
suitable peraon be appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased, without giving
bond, presented by Clarence A. Turner, father
and heir of said deceased.
Henry H. Sargent, late of Ellsworth, in said
eonnty. deceased- First and final account of
Minia 1. Sargent, administratrix, fi ed for
settlementMary A- Oollins, late of Castine. in said
■onnty. deceased. First and final account of
Frank J. Coombs, J. Wesley Bowden, J. Y.
Leach and A. P
Perkins, Cyrus
Perry,
church of
trustees of Metbodist Episcopal
Castioe, executors, filed tor settlement.

4/mfi

|

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & WHITNEY.

3t)btrt(«fmint».

Good

THRILLING RAID
OVER HUN TOWN

stomacDr

know thnt a person with a GOOD stomach rarely takes
pjd ynn
and also It’s a fact that by careful
eating and
,iekf It is tnie,
naturally active every day, a badly disordered stomach

Young American Aviator Tells
man

try

belching,

with

heart

grinding

COUNTY
ot Sullivan
Mr*. Tra <*y
»t W. P. Clark’,.
,„i guest

waa

week-

a

and lamily will leave
w1111• m Pomeroy
lor Massachusetts lor the winter.

Tuf«i*y

Abbott spent Sunday in
p- A- A- *'***“ »Bd
Oakland with Ke».
InnilJand
wile,
formerly
yr. Southard
ol Bath, were here one
pninia PniHipa,
Nellie

Mi*,

wouth
upon

bury. Mass.,
Mrs.
left

girls ol Ml. Desert
ine victor." boys
tlteir Interest In Ihe united
yt,ry showed
a social
work campaign by arranging
lor ihe
im K.-rry hall Saturday evening
the money they pn dged
n.pom ol rawing
They gave a snippy p,oand

Jp'.bi.n.ri'eimol

,

I

and Nettle Clark

ui, joor

,..fi

recitations and

patnone

and

y.t.rtdge kindly
music. Alter a
umleg

audience

me

to«n,

a

the

mis

Carroll
merchant

work,

SPKC.

aeelt

ana
iii-

wun

gone

Rockland,

tu

employment.

anvrv ue has

Deri heed

has

family are spendi ig Ihe
parent,, bn Heed and

lie.

a

Kaymond H idgkl 11 is expec ed home
,|ay from Cambri Igo, .na-s.. lor an
eight days’ furlough,
Bail

and

Cap;. J. U

w.le ami

Marlin have return,,,
bulling in Orankll

limn

icw

a

VA iulerporl lu a-Moran ot
light-keeper at Crabtree’s Hedge,
place ol Joseph Brink worth, resigned.

ilium.-

Mrs. Arthur Kiel, two children and
Der mother. Airs. Oyer, left last week to
ipeo.i the winter in Bath, where Mr. Kiel
Mrs. Katherine Visit will close her
cottage Tuesday and leave lor Brookline,
Mrs. Viall is the
M«a*., (or the winter.
summer

M. K.

Nelson 8. Pomeroy is ill.
George Linscott went to Jonesport Sundiy t*> sttend conference.

William F.
some

time,

is

are

visit-

Jordan, who has been ill

improving rapidly.

Beatrice ttragdon has gone to Walspend the w inter with her grandparents, ArvUl Jordan and wife.
to

Mr-. M*ry
has returned from
West
Hancock, where ahe went to care for her
dioghier. Mra. Carl Stratton, who has
been Very id.

Mr*. Hoi *ie

Saturday

Coombs

went

to

Bangor

accompanied her
spend Thanksgiving with

Mr. Coombs

borne, and will
but family here.

5.

Nov. 25.
BLUEHILL.

Mrs. 1 ills A. Inman died at her home in
at the age of fifty-eight
Fears. 8he will be greatly missed, as she

Nostril) Nov. 9,
■ass

woman

kind and

benovolent to all,

loverof home and of God.

8he leaves

of

s

husband, Charles
’furies E., and

H. Imnau, one son,
two daughters, Mrs
Lillie Crons man and Miss Hiltie Herrick. ;
bree sisters
and two brothers. They
hsvathe sympathy of their many friends,

j

Nov. 20.

Spec.
MKSOKI

»

be removal of our beloved brother. Horac<
t
Duffy, the eby causing a s veranee ot
bose lies of fraternity aud mutual affection
'bicb bind us one to the other, and
Wforeaa. Our departed brother has proven
rae to the
highest principles of Pyihia
aiKhthood, and in thus making the supreme
Orifice io the laying down of his lile on tb
Itar of freedom and in the defense of hu
••aity. he has brought lasting honor to ».be
uternity that be loved; therefore be it
Seaolved. That we do extend to the

idowed

I

L HKHOLi riOS.H.

It has pleased the supreme Chan
■'lor, io His otuuip »taut wisdom, to permi

mother in this dark

hour

report to the training ship

j
f

j

\

Crosby

Mrs. O. E. Mills aud Mrs. Helen
Hang'ir are visiitiug in towu.

i released.

No sufferer from catarrh
the stomach can read
Mrs. Van Buren’s letter
without a feeling of thankfulness.
*1 have spent a great deal of
money with doctors for catarrh
•f the atomarh and at times have
compelled to grive up my
For years
ousework for days.
did not know what a well day
tvaa
and cannot help but ft el ;
that 1 would not be alive to-day
had I not been induced to try j
J'eruna.
Six bottles of Perana
made xne a well woman.’*

the

for

LAMOINE.

one

was in

the harbor and

night

Henderson,

Capt.

Perfect,

Schooner

loaded Ash at the Great Eastern

Fisheries

for Rockland.
S.

Nov. 25.

KLULiiILL FALLS.

Conary has taken up bis
Kay mono Conaiy ii»8 gone to
employment.
Mrs. B. A.

Wood

Sedgw ick
8. Caudage.
are in

Dviorge
b<*c.(

to

and

lor a

week

Lydia

Burkhart left

Clarence

Friday

to

William
bis

we

funeral

of

and wife and
leave

the

ill

take

wings.
“Hut we had done a splendid hit of
bombing, and such damage as our machine had suffered was by no means
difficult to repair.”

piles

HUN

Iichiug. bleeding, protruding nr biiu
ti*-o
have yielded l»* Do-iu’s Oiutmeut.
drug stores.— 4d*f.

I

at

all

CHEMICAL

America

__

For Years
Did Not
Know a
Well Day
Mra. Mattie A. VaaBnren. 17
Grand
Kapids.
Highland
St.,
Past Commander Valley
lcU.,
City Hive, I* O. T. M.

Sold

or

Tablet

Form

Kvery where

RULE

ENDS

Soon to Be Independent of
Products. Says Chairman
Baruch.

for

Washington.—America independent
world for mineral and chemical
products heretofore obtained mostly
from (lertminy, is in prospect, according to Chairman Baruch of the war industries board.
Experts headed by Charles II. MacDowell, chief of tiie chemical division
of the board, Mr. Baruch said, are
meeting with success in the development of new processes of manufacture
or standardizing present processes. At
the same rime they are fostering the
use of German formulae for obtaining
in America soluble potash, analiue
dyes, optical glass and chemical api paratus. fine and pharmaceutical chem[ I cals aud clay for graphite crucibles.
of tlu*

j

|

KREN- HWHO.

their

grandson,
to-day for Arling-

The

people of

Krencoboro had

to the church for

a

French boro went
Elmer
!

Hampshire.

I
!

White and

from Mouutain Park
Walter Ashe

Friday by

Conary
the woods for Wilbur Cunningham.

united
have

moved

Brew-er.

called

to

is at

Cherry field

work at the

£50, £75

was

have gone

over

yourself losing
Strength-Builder.

grand

marched
meeting.

top on tbe
allotment

an

raised.
and

has

Clifton

Lunt

winter.

returned

from

Rock-

land, where she has been employed.
Pearl

properties,
imparts vigor

the
On

Bath for the

to

hev

patriotic

work drive.

war

Ethel Lunt

Bangor

house.

weight

of

lino

Thomas, Llewellyn

the illness of Mrs. Ashe.

Hiram Patten

will cut

was

family
to

Tnen t

tubs, and cheering.

winter.

a

celebration of peace, marching through
the street blowing h orns, ringing bells,
waving flags, beating wash-boilers and

Rice,

Catherine,

is

who has been

on

the steamer

home.

Will Lunt

is

at

for treatment.

He

Bar

Harbor

bas been

hospital

very ill two

months.
Al

s.

Ellen

Swan’s island,

Huge an.1 dHU^hter, of
visiting her sister, Mrs.

are

Vera Van Norden.
Nov. 18.

O.

NORTH BLUEHILL.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas.
h. s called

The

haua of Divine Providence
nearly beloved sister. Elizabeth Hinckley, from her earthly home, we,
as Patrons of
Husbandry, are desiious of
tisinying our respect for her memory, and
express our earned a d affectionate sympathy to those who are deprived of their >oved
one: be it herefore
Renal>tdt That we as members of Halcyon
loss of lister Hinckley
giauge niouiu the
from oui midst, and will ever cherish iu loving rememnrance her many good qu ditie*
and lii-r willingness to help support oux
order oy word and deed.
Renalued, That while we deeply sympathize
with ihe bereaved family, we sbaie witu then
tlie nope oi a reU'> iou in that
better worlc
where there are no partings and death meffa
ble lorbids a tes r.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolution!
be sent to the f: miiy, n ade a part of oui
records and sent to tbe papers for pubiKatioi
and m r eh; rter be diuped in mourning foi
our

thirty days.

Looking for Excitement.
Dorothy was driving with her fathe
one day when a tar wagon passed 01
a cross street in front of them.
Shi
said. “Let’s knock the tar out of that.’
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ligament sprain,
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PARTRIDGE COVE.
A. T.

the

the muscle strain, and the throbbing
bruise.
The ease of applying, the quickness
of relief, the positive results, the cleanliness, and the economy of Sloan's
Liniment make it universally preferred.

home

were

Stanley of Rockand was in town
looking after hie business here.
Mrs. Rosie Joyce and daughter, Mrs.
Bates, left for Brooksville for a week, on

Mrt.

joint wrench,

the

Raymond Joyce

last week.
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Consequently
a

So do those rheumatic twinges amt
the loin-aches of lumbago, the nerveinflammation of neuritis, the wry neck,

has gone to Portland for

W. A.

ternoon, Rev. Air. Mercer officiating. Interment was at Pleasant Hill cemetery.
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Give way before the penetrating effects of Sloan’s
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George ilomstead oi
John Knowlton, with whom she lived.
Funeral services were held Tuesday af-

and when we
Mrs. G. U. Crush,), * ho bus beeu visitthe place which we had
were
over
ing in Bangor, nas returned bom**.
! bombed we let go the last bomb and
Mrs. A. B. Davis, who has been visiting
scored a direct hit far below.
uer sister, Mrs. Dana Jordan, in Brewer,
“We went home at a high speed.
home.
returned
has
weeks,
the past lew
We crossed our own trench lines at
H. T. Silsby and wife were called to 1 about 3.000 feet up, saw some familserious illness
iar landmarks, headed for our own
Bangor last week by the
airdrome, fired our signal and got
ot tneir daughter Alice, w bo has typhoid
w here she
A few minutes later we
lhe answer.
lever at the E. M. G. hospital,
A glance over the niais training for a nurse.
bad landed.
,-liine saw two big tears in the side
Nov. 25.
of the fuselage and many holes in
back
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Roland McGowu was here over Sunday,
Crumbs.
Nov. 18.
“For twenty minutes we climbed, unwith his parents.
B on ton.
til tlie enrth was just n black blot. AnX.
! Nov. 25.
SUNSHINE.
other twenty-five minutes and we were
Mrs. James B. Bet tel died Nov. 22, from
Dunham
SEAWALL.
Dunham
and
Edward
Alfred
over
the
with
the
searchers
trenches,
cerebral hemorrhage, after an illness of
killed six mink Saturday.
Benjamin New man is at home from
only a week. Mrs. Bettel was fifty years groping about in the mists below us.
The
big
guns crashed away cont.nuThe school gave an entertainment Fri- Rockland.
of age. An earnest Christian, a devoted
wife and mother, and an active worker in •uisly. and we could see the explosions
day evening for the benefit of the united
L. F. Newman and wife have gone to
church, lodge anti charitable work, her from where we soared high above | war work fund, raising |51, putting Cambridge, Mass., for the winter.
them.
No
sooner
had
we
crossed the Sunshine over the top.
loss is
keenly felt by the entire comW. P. Kent, with son Wullace, of Egg
munity. She had been for many years lines than the Germans started firing |
Harold Thompson of Fort Slocum, N.
Roc k light station, was in town Sunday.
it us with their anti-aircraft guns.
clerk of tbe Baptist church, and was a
Y., has been spending a short furlough
T. E 1).
Nov. 25.
valued member of Mouuu in Rebekah f)nce a German searchlight got right
lodge, the woman’s relief corps and the >n ns with its beam of light. We fired
3UJbcrti0rment0.
Village lmprovenent society. She leaves, * couple of rounds of machine-gun
fire at the Germans who were manning
besides tbe husband, a mother, Mrs. Abby
four daughters, the s.T.rchlight, and It went out.
Hillings of
Blu'-hill,
“Far below us we could see the
Mi...red to Oetemiid, O., Olive of Bo«to i,
Ruth of Hlu
Ikulah of Hurnaio, N H
lights of a locomotive.
Finally we
are
to
According to
bill; two sisters. Airs. Samuet Woodward reached our objective.
of Newport, an
.*!»•». a.
».
.1 me* ut
are
plan, we throttled our motors and
a
you
gauge
Biuemll; two brothers, Oscar Billings glided toward the earth to get nearer
to reare not
up to
and James of Thomaaton. our target.
ot Biuehill
It seemed curiously quiet.
Funeral services were held at the home Then suddenly the earth seemed to
powers
up
I
Sunday afternoon. Rev. R. M. Trafton | open below us. Seventeen searchlights
officiating. Tbe floral tributes were many were turned on us by the Germans,
and beautiful, testifying to tbe loving and their shafts of light swept all
esteem in which she was held by all.
The anti-aircraft guns
about us.
S.
Nov. 25.
made a wall ahead of us. The highexplosive shells burst on every side
of us, and the green-fire balls swayed
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
nnd spiraled as they tried to set us on
Mrs. A. Duffy and Mrs. Walter Hodga
tire. The American machines went
don are visiting in New Hampshire.
enriches
definite reconstructive
straight on. with never a waver or a
Miss Marion Simpson of Rockland, who
and
There were so many crashes
turn.
and
restores
the
has been very ill of pneumonia, is spend*
that I thought more than once that we
feel
i
If
tone to the whole system.
you
ing a few weeks at home with her mother, were hit. We kept straight on.
Mrs. E. B. Simpson.
Scott's Emulsion—the
Amid Blinding Kays.
U-S
Leon Svlvester h attending business
Scott S Bowse. Bloomfield, N.J.
of
the
Gorman
one
“Suddenly
college in Augusts.
the
searchlights got us and the rest of
James and Koy Hall, who have been
seventeen threw around us with n sudhome on a short vacation, have returned
denness that made their concentraTheir me ther returned with
to Boston.
We tired our
tion feel like a blow.
them.
machine guns until the tips of the
Miss Gladys Ulosson aud Mrs. Nellie
weapons got red and the glow beBeede have gone to Lowell, Mass., where
The
to creep up the barrels.
gan
have
employment.
they
whole seventeen beams were on us, alWilbur Friend is visiting in Lowell, though we plunged and side-slipped
We let go
Mass.
about in a desperate way.
Samuel Thomas and family have gone to tlie bombs when we were right over
the mark.
The
antiaircraft shells
Boston for the winter.
wer? getting even closer than ever
Walter and Seth Hodgdon, Ralph Beede
and the machine was hit time and
and Alden Leach have returned from a
again, though not in a vital spot. Why
week’s hunting at Sebois.
we were
not literally blown out of
•*
O.
Nov. 20.
After we were
tlie air I do not know.
well over the mark and had dropped
AURORA.
all our bombs we discovered one 250W. N. Crosby, wire and son Norris I
| pound bomb which had caught fast
visited ill Bangor last week.
I in the rack and failed to drop when
to

HANCOCK POINT.
Arthur L milder

festival.

mouth.

and gtrls’ club. Pies
jccnnij lor the boys
ol monthen sold, in all, a neat sum
A social hour ol games
ey .« reamed.
then enjoyed. Jt ts gratifying to
feel a respoiisitiil,.,04 laai me children
aa an interest tu
,iy ■■ well
■ud much credit is due them.
.Nor. J5.

and Mrs. N. F.
Bangor last week io

her

mourn

mat

Eugene

lays in Ellsworth.

friends here.

forty

devoted

a

trusting faith
She
leaves

Base.

made them famous on the baseball
linmond or football gridiron of their
wn American colleges.
A young American aviator has
Just
told of a trip over the German lines
ind back behind Into German
territory.
The formation In which the American
airmen flew consisted of 11 big bombtig machines, each of which carried
1,(100 pounds of high explosives, three
machine guns and three men.
This
was the hoy’s story:
“After I had fried the guns on my
machine, checked the bombs, made
mre everything was
ship-shape, and
put a couple of little bombs into a
sinnII hag beside me. I started my engine. The big motors growled away,
waiting for the starting flash. Soon
the signal came and we were off.

Hr. K. C. Barrett and wife left Mouduy
Cleveland, <)., to visit their son Basil.
The dental office will be closed for a

col-

now

lived

ahumistiuini*

parents, Alden Thompson and

port have been spending

Mrs. Sarah

strong and noble
character. For eight years she had been
a patient sufferer, sustained by a beautiful

las

copy be spread

for

Ihe

are

than

more

tributes that marked

along with the British. The Yank
allots and observers, like their bretli*en of the royal air force, enter Into
this “sport” with the same spirit that

and wife

music

week,

wife, a loving mother and sympathetic friend, sne possessed many at-

ey

Miss N. Josephine .sweet and
Henry
D.rling have goue to Boston and Mrs.
Carrie Hinckley to Portland.

abty assisted in me
remarks by .nlas

re-ponded by

rons

Agnes Phillips and three children
for Holyoke, Mass., for the

to

one

of tbe oioesi residents ol

faithful

London.—American bombing squad

Monday

attend the

lew

Clark, who has helped in
war work drive in Ibis pari ol

turn to

has gone to West Roxwhere she has employment.

Supt. Liuscott
Twining went

.lira.

Kievnor

a

one

years she had oeeu
member of tbe Tremout baptist church,

and

Its Work Under Constant Fire of
Anti-Aircraft Guns—All Rr

winter.

music.

aim

Ammhican, and that
our records.

a

Squadron Proceeds Methodically With

Vera Prentice

week.
my last
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SHELLS BURST Ail AROUND

Hon. the heartfelt
sympathy of Keewayden
lodge. No. 144, K. of P; Be It further
ffne'md. That our charter and book of
law. he draped io black for a
period of thirty
dey«. and aaaoon a« possible, that a memorial
service be held at our castle hall iu honor of
his memory: be it further
Re*olred, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent u> the beretved mother, that a
copy
be forwarded for publication in
The Elw-

DESERT PERKY.

MT.

of

For

pressure,

NEWS

illness of

an

Kobbins,

town, died at tbe borne of ber daughter, Mrs. John Know lton, Nov. 16. Mrs.
Kobbins was
born April 12, 1834, the
daughter of Mary and Samuel Dowe, who
She was
were early settlers of Tremout.
the only survivor of twelve children.

in-

acidity, bad breath,
backache and constipation, will soon diminish.
I>
giipof, headache,
energy and cheerfulness will return. Begin the treatO
Appetite,
Ask your dialer for the true “L.F.” made by the
5
ffient today.
Portland,
j, y. Medicine Co.,
Me.__jipetion

After

his

Charles Stinson

OBITUARY.

Drive Over the Ger-

into fine condition. The old, original, “L.F.” AtB,y be gotten
Medicine IS a stomach and bowel specific. You should
That

|

McKINLkA.

M.

with

| wife.
Mrs.

this

^Sels

following all directions carefully.
it st once,

|
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Comfort in Every Room

From getting-up time till bedtime, Perfection Oil Heaters radiate

inexpensive, wholesome warmth. They save starting
the furnace these sharp days—preserve valuable coal for
freezing
weather. Carry a Perfection Oil Heater from room to room, and
sry good-bye to chill.
h ill it with one gallon of SO-CO-NY OIL, and enjoy 8 hours of
No srnoke, smell, fuss or litter.
cosy comfort.
No trouble to fill, light and keep clean.
Sold by ha; diva re and general stores
generous,

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

PERFECTION

.OIL H EATERS A

^;

TAKEN PRISONER;
LIFE IS SAVED
—

One cf Those Weird Romances of
the Sea and the

BOAR

HUNT

GIVES THRILLS

Sport Which Once Wa* Special Amusement of Kings, Is Still in Vogue
in West Indies.
That ell the

posed

to

belong

usually supthe brave Jays of

romance

to

old has not gone out of the world is
indicated by a traveler's story of wild
boar hunting in the West Indies. This
War.
! sport was once the special amusement
I of kings.
“We were retracing our steps to a
mountaineer's cabin, when our dog left
us with a yelp, and away we all went
pell-mell after him.” says this narrator.
"A run of 20 rods brought us to the
Favorite Bomb Shelter Wrecked While dog and a huge black boar. .10 feet
away, which had turned to protect the
He la Captured by German* When
retreat of a herd of wild bogs scamperon Voluntary Mission of
ing away behind. There stood the savRescue.
age fellow, all head, bristling shouland tusks, champing and
American Bombing Base.—Dr. Albert ders. Jaws
his Jaws, a splendid picture
M. Steven* of New York, medical offi- cracking
of ferocious bravery.
cer at this base, owes bis life to the
To one side nod another he sprang
fact that he vas taken prisoner by the
the dog crowded him.
as
Then he
Germans, While Dr. Harry J. Dooley of
would charge the dog and whirl in the
t'bicago, successor to Doctor Stevens, air.
scattering the earth like an exassistant surgeon, owes his liberty to
ploding shell. Closer crowded the two
the fact that Doctor Stevens Is a prisantagonists, in air half the time, each
oner.
bent on death, the dog frequently clearIt Is one of those weird romances
ing the boar at a bound, and maddenof the sea and war.
ing him with savage snapping and lacWord was Bashed to the bombing
erations of shoulders or hams. Over
base one afternoon that a seaplane and
under went the dog with marvelwas down on the surface of the water
ous agility: but every charge from the
about thirty miles off the coa3t. A
dog brought a still more savage counfast motor boat, ready for such emerter-charge from the hoar.
gencies, was sent out. A surgeon al“For 40 feet in every direction the
ways aecompan.es such
expeditions. forest ground looked like a freshly
Doctor Dooley in ordinary circumstanplowed field, and it seemed to my
ces would have gone.
Birt Doctor Stevstartled eyes as though a cyclone of
ens was just retiring from the post,
dog, boar. mud. bark and froth had
and he thought the trip might do him
descended into the darkening covert.
good.
The dog and my guide Jose became ap“I think ni go,” he said to Doctor parently a
part of the cyclone, though
Dooley. “It will be my last trip and no mortal eyes could have followed
the journey will be something of a retb.elr movements or their gymnastics. I
lief.”
do not know how long this lasted. I
He jumped into the boat and was
saw a Hash of fire, and
through the
off. There were six others aboard.
roar heard a shot.
Then the whirlThey reached the stranded seaplane in wind seemed to fall upon Jose. I saw
a little under two hours.
The flyer’s
the gleam of his n
hete somewhere
men had got her into condition again
in its very core. Then a Cuban yell
ami were just ready to start off. They
went up that set the tree limbs vibratleft the motor boat and landed back at
ing. and 1 approached, to find the boar
the base in good time.
dead."
Shelled by Germans.
It was dark.
The surgeon, seeing
New Estimates of Old Writers.
what be thought were lights of a town
New estimates of the writers of the
near the base, headed the motor boat
past generation are constantly being
in what be supposed the correct direcmade and if they were
generally action. They surged through the light
cepted a good many people who liked
seas for an hour or more.
They ap- the works of these writers would wonproached close to the supposed borne der how it happened that their judglights, when suddenly the scream of ment was so uniformly wrong. One
a shell was heard coming straight at
critic rules George Eliot out of the list
them. It exploded directly In the back
not ouly of the great, but of the near
of the boat. A second shell dropped
great.
Thackeray and Dickens are
about two hundred yards in front.
spoken of with toleration, but with
"The Germans are shelling us.” callmuch questioning of their methods and
ed one of the men.
their real ability; Tennyson Is Bet
“Where are we?” asked the skipper.
aside as a second-rate poet by the new
They were under German guns. The school of verse makers, and so the
lights they thought their base lights Iconoclasm goes on. The latest victim of attack is Flaubert.
had been far off. Thpy had been steerIn the
North American Review Willard Hunttoward
German-held
ing
straight
groond.
ington Wright not only declines to re“Jump Into the water!” commanded gard the author of “Madame Bovary"
as a transcendent genius, but refuses
the surgeon.
to accord to him a place in the front
The men went overboard. Half a
rank of modern literary artists.
minute later a shell struck in the cenHe
admits that he i« a master of style,
ter of the boat.
It blew a great hoie
but insists that style, however perfect,
in her and sank her.
is not of chief artistic significance,
A strong current was running up
bnt Is only of secondary imfHirtance
the shore. Doctor Stevens and one othwhen compared with the “internal
er man, !>elne strong swimmers, headarchitecture of art." This “poised ined for the nearest point of land. They
ner strueture” is a
reached the beach. They were dragquality he falls to
find in any of Flaubert’s work. It is
ging themselves through the surf and
not
clear
what he means by this
had jnst reached the shallow water
quite
when a
squad of German soldiers internal architecture, hut his critique
will
lie
found of Interest by readers of
marched down the sands with drawn
Flaubert.
bayonets and commanded:

YANK DOCTOR CHIEF FIGURE

“Surrender!

You

are

on

German

territory!”
Doctor Stevens and his companion
surrendered.
Meanwhile the other five men were
trying to make land. Two of them
headed down with the current, looking for any chance to make land. The
other three attempted a shorter cut
by swimming the current at an angle.
One of this trio was drowned. The
other two got to land and were captured by the Germans. The two men
who were left swimming in the current
were in a weakened condition when two
British officers ashore made them out.
The Britons jumped Into the surf,
swam out and dragged the men ashore.
They ran to a telephone and called
the bombing base.
“We have two of your men suffering from exposure and exhaustion.
Their boat was sunk by Germans and
two of the men taken prisoner,” said
the voice.
Germans Raid Base.
Maurice M. Moore of Washington. D.
C*.. jumped into the camp jitney and
started for the plate where the rescued men were. He had to drive over
exposed roads, hut he made the upjouruey safely, his car loaded with
blankets.
He took the men aboard
and started home.
Suddenly shells
began exploding in front of him und
hack of him.
But through the canopy
of bursting shells the little jitney made
Kjs-ed safely for more than five miles,
getting In without even a scratch.
Meanwhile
the German bombing
planes started to raid the base. The
sound of exploding bombs dropping
around the uir base was heard by Mr.
Moore even before the automobile was
near home.
“Where is Stevens?” asked the executive officer, as the ear drew up.
“Taken prisoner by the Germans,'
was (lie reply.
“Well. I guess he is lucky at that.
Hi* pet place, in which he always
stands when the raiders come, was
blown to pieces half an hour ago.”
"We have been wondering who Is
the luckier of the two—Stevens or
Itooiey,” said the executive officer;
"IkHiiey for not being captured or
Stevens for not bring killed.”

YA N K S DO N’T K N 0 W
HOW TO RETREAT

War1* Greatest Sufferer*.
It Is they who boar the main burden
of the suffering in this war. In our
streets and open spaces and all along
the roads, in our churches. In our
towns and villages, in every house, we
come Into contact with mothers who
have lost their so tie or are living in an
anguish more cruel than the certainty
of death, writes Maurice Maeterlinck
in the London Daily Mail.
Let us try to understand their loss.
They know what it means, but they do
not tell the men.
Their son is taken
from them at the fairest moment of
his life, when their own is in its decline.
When a child dies in infancy
it is as though hi* soul had hardly
gone, as though it were lingering near
the mother who brought it into the
world, awaiting the time when it may
return in a new form. The death which
visits the cradle is not the same which
now spreads terror over the earth, but
a son who dies at twenty does not
come
back again and leaves not a
gleam of hope behind him.
New Machine Gun Tripod.
Light in weight, free from the effects of vibration and permitting of
rapid and free movement of the gun
in any direction, a recently perfected
type of machine gun tripod promise*
to extend ihe field of the present weaThis tripod is provided with a
pon.
hall and socket joint head permitting
the gun to be freely moved in any direction. To lock the gun a lever i»
given a slight turn, while the gun may
be held at any angle in the clamp in
which it rest*. The new tripod can be
readily carried about and it is uu Ideal
weapon for use Id a motorcar or motorboat, and us an anti-aircraft piece.
In fact, it lends itself to all the customary uses of the machine gun, with
beside*.—Scientific
many new ones
American.
Her La*t Chance.
“What made Miss Old girl decide to
become a war nurse?”
“Well, she has been a candidate for
matrimony for a good many years,
and somebody told her that the men
in the trenches are desperate enough
for anything.”

Most Wonderful Boys In the
World, Say Woman Canteen Workers.

F “Amy Nair*
Says”

j

fxl

By JOAN

MARSH

(Copyright. lflT. bv tbe McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

WOUNDED ALWAYS CHEERFUL
Come Back From Battle Laughing and
Joking—Y. M. C. A. Women Remain Under Shell Fire to
Serve With Troops.

Furls.—“They can't retreat. They
the most wonderful boys In the

are

world!"
This was the summary of the A. E.
F. that two American women, Mrs. Vincent Astor and Mrs. Henry Russell,
have Just brought back from the
front, where they were the last women
division
to see the troops of the
as
they went over the top and the
first to greet them as they marched
back again.
With gas masks over their arm*
and helmets at hand Mrs. Astor and
Mrs. Russell laid a plank over two
boxes for a Y. M. C. A. canteen in a
wood Just back of the trenches. Here
they watched the men march by into
battle and dropped cigarettes and
candy into their tin bonnets as they'
marched buck again, triumphant from
the big drive.
"There was never such a return
from battle before, surely!” Mrs. Astor and Mrs. Russell said, on their
return to Paris. "The boys came back
joking; they came back laughing.
Those who had been wounded seemed
to be Just as happy and Just as sure
of victory as the others.
Wounded Are Cheerful.
'Here's where I get a dimple out
of this.' one boy who had been wounded in the face and who had lost all bis
teeth said to us. And that is the way
they ail were. When you went up to
a boy who lay so still that you feared
he was dead, you would find a cigarette waving between his teeth and a
grin on his face.”
As the men marched back past the
impromptu Y. M. C. A. canteen they
gave Mrs. Astor and Mrs. Russell
souvenirs of the battlefield.
The two have now in their possession such mementos as a German belt,
a
cap. an Indelible pencil formerly
used by a Hun and any amount of
German money.
“tine hoy who had an Iron Cross
said that he had bargained with a
wounded Garmnn for it,” Mrs. Astor
related. “He told us that he had offered the German a drink of water
and to lift him up where the Red
Cross stretcher bearers could see him
more easily in exchange for the Iron
Cross. He got it.”
Mrs. Russell sa!d that she had
talked with one man who said that he
had seen a German woman behind a
machine gun, hut that most of the
Information on the subject had been
secoDd-hand and vague enough to
make one doubt the report.

Fury of Battle Upon Them.
“I asked him how be would treat
such a woman if he captured her and
he replied that he would shoot her
without hesitation,” she said.
"The
fury of the battle was still upon the
men when they came hack.
We found
very little disposition among them to
sympathize with the ‘kamorad’ criers.
They had a ferocity about them when
they came back that they hadn't had
when they went over the top, and a
new courage and self-assurance.”
In one of the villages near the front
Mrs. Russell and Mrs. Astor met three
Y. M. C. A. womeo who had remained
under shell fire to serve the troops until they were moved back by the general's orders.
The three were Mrs.
Clara Simmons, Miss Elizabeth Drott
and Mrs. Oril E. Henthome.
Mrs. Astor and Mrs. Russell expect
to be stationed at a Y. M. C. A. canteen at the front within a few weeks.
Some one suggested that such an advanced position was extremely dangerous In case our troops should retreat and the Germans should follow.
“Our boys don't retreat.” said Mrs.
Astor.
“They can’t retreat. They
don't know how."

KEEP LOOKOUT FOR SLACKERS
California Ranchmen Make It HarJ
for Them and for Enemy
Aliena.
Los Angeles, Cal.—Slackers and enemy fugitives are finding It exceedingly hard to find refuge in Lower California.
All ranchers in Lower California are co-operating with United
States authorities in preventing war
fugitives from finding an asylum id
their country, and any rancher found
giving aid or employment to slackers
or enemy aliens is blacklisted
by the
other ranchers.
This official advice was received
here by Collector of Customs John B.
Elliott, who was informed that the
Lower California Agricultural association has passed resolutions that every
rancher must co-operate with United
States authorities to this end.
War Tough
San

on

Valets.

raucisco.—Valets have been
of business by the war. Bodo

f

put out
Miller, chief clerk of the 8L Francle
hotel here, says that only one American citizen has brought a valet to the
hotel since the United States entered
the war.

atlU further t«* try Her charms on
whom she knows to be het
admirer.
Julius was reluctant.
"Don't you
think I'd better.” he said.
"1 mean
wouldn't It be the conventional thing
to do?
If you had let the mammy
stay In then we might have prolonged
the party—but, you are ail alone—"
Iluth shot hack a glance of indignation but mere of disappointment.
She told him she did not think the
speech was worthy of him and Julius
admitted that he had been rather

SAHUiSNTVILUS.

in*

Julius Bates couldn't quite decide to
hi* own satisfaction whether it was
because ltuth Cl a ridge was such an
unusually pretty girl or because she
clever Illuswas such an amazingly
trator that he was so completely fascinated by her. and that before she
had been on the list of regular contributor* to the small magazine of
which he was editor for two week* he
bad found pretext to take her to
)un< tx'on two or three times and once
was
it
the theater.
to
Ferlmps
neither her cleverness nor her prettifies* entirely; but mingled with them
her delightful naivety and lack of
sophistication. For though Ruth had
quite obviously “arrived** In her work
khe had in the year that *hr had li\od
in the big. grimy city, lost very little
of the refreshing candor and childlike
enthusiasm that characterized her os
a country-bred girl.
Surely *he must
have known that she was very pretty
—a girl like Ruth could not have lived
alone in the city so lone without having been rather wearied with reminders of the fact—yet when Julius had,
rather Inanely as he thought later,
told her she was the prettiest girl he
ban ever known, she opened her perfectly frank blue eyes wide and said:
“1 am glad you told me so. I like to
be thought pretty and 1 am glad that
Besides Ruth never
you think so."
And Julius was Just at the
(Hrted.
old-young age when he had convinced
him*e!f that flirting was a great waste
of time.
She was In large measure still a
mystery to him and so he was doubly
pleased when she asked him to “come
to supper” in her small apartment
where Julius had been Informed *he
shared quarters with that eminently
successful novelist. Amy Nair. Julius
was relieved to know' that
Amy was
The supper was
not to Ik* present.
Sot for eight o’clock so that both he
and Ruth might dispose of their due's
occupation before the little spread.
The apartment proved to he Ju*t a
well furnished “studio,” the details and
flue points of which—the careful elimination

of

every

accessory

or

orna-

which was
not
intrinsically
1 * utlful and the exquisite subordinat. n of tones to the decorative scheme
of tiie whole interior—was rather lost
on Julius.
But there was an air of
repose and seclusion about the large
room
apparently the living room,
editing room and work room combined
—that put Julius in an agreeable frame
of mind.
Ruth responded to his ring
and explained that the “old mammy”
w'ho kept house for her and Amy Nair
had prepared the spread and then dement

—

parted.
thought we could he cozier If we
all alone lo the ^place.
Amy
won’t he back till all hours.”
Then as she led him Into the studio
he got his first glimpse of her dress.
It was like nothing he had ever seen
before—surely not like the dress in
which he had first seen her. He could
not
object to It on the score of
Immodesty for the soft folds of
fabric clung high at the throat and
well down on her wrists. But—could
it really he possible?—the ample folds
of the skirt somehow fell down to her
feet in two divisions and were caught
at both ankles in a neat metallic anklet. Even that was not immodest but
rather more modest. Julius had to admit, than fW street costume of most
young women.
Ruth saw his scrutiny. “Oh, my
dress." she said. “Isn't the color lovely. It's read batik—from Ceylon. Amy
Nair got It for me.
1 am glad you
like it—Amy Nair :tays—”
“But I’m not quite sure I do,” stammered Julius, and then as Ruth stood
off and pivoted on her orieutai slipper
for his full inspection he honestly admitted that it was extremely becoming—“only hardly conventional.”
There was supper, and after supper Ruth curried off the supper tray
and brought back the coffee in a
Turkish brass outfit that even Julius
was connoiseur
enough to admire.
From the folds of her remarkable
house gown Ruth drew out a little
metal cigarette box and opening It
deftly with one hand she held it out
to her guest.
There are several other sorts In the
large Jar on the table.” she said.
“Personally, 1 don’t care for Turkish."
Julius tried to conceal his surprise,
lie had never even wondered whether
or not Kuth smoked.
Other girls with
whom he was associated in his editing did. hut even they had never received him alone In their own u|wrtmerits and then preferred a complete
assortment of cigarettes.
He felt the
suspicion of a frown involuntarily
come over his forehead but he
fought
it back.
I

were

The) talked'about everything that
chanced into their heads—more as
Julius had talked with some keenly
elert, clean-minded young hoy of his
acquaintance; and as they talked
Ituth smoked nonchalantly—not in the
least languidly.
At ten Julius rose to
Somewhere In the back of bia
go.
mind he recalled that he had read
that although women who live alone
receive
callers
may
uuchaperoned
those callers must never remain after
ten.
Ruth urged him to stay—still os
a young boy would have done when
he had not had encngh conversation,
rather than ns a young woman v.isb

a

mitD

u
iwuviutuu ana
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Mm. Onward Hooper and two
children
nr* spend! ig neverat weeks
iD Bangor.
Minn Evelyn Hard! igof Bluehill
iiti
ding ber ni -on, Minn Hauie C.

clumsy.
“Agiy Nalr saya that no realty
H.rdln(t
emancipated people give those foolish
Mr* P'*"* PHeroin* bn. returnconventions a thought and she tut.vs bon* from
Massachusetts, where ,T
*
that it is people who Invent them und spent several weeks witb
relatives
who see evil In smoking and unusual
W. Chester Stover bet been
the
but beautiful costumes who are really of IrifDdc in
Bangor.
tbe Immoral people. And she says that
Mrn. Albert F. Bilim*.
.pe„dln. ,
it Is our duly—really our duty—to
lew west wi.b her par-mu at
show people Ihnt morality and decenMcK.nle;
W. L.
France left Monday tor
cy don't depend on a few stupid and
New
York
tor
the
.inter.
He
was
antiquated conventions. Amy Nalr is
pnmed hv Chandler Bowden.
Mrn. 11 .-a M. Clnpp is with her
dnugbter. Mr.. Fred J. Sargent, for be

as niy own mother and yet
does things every day that would
make people like yon condemn her."
Julius tried to make some stand for
himself and mumbled something about
the Impossibility for a girl so pretty
os Suth was, to live with the freedom
of a young bachelor and then Rath
went off ngnin on a spirited defense
of Amy Nalr and her own position.
"That's Just It. Women have to take
their place In the world and work ns
hard as men.
It's Just a worn-out
prejudice that makes you think that
there are certain things n woman may
do and rertain things a man may do.
Why. Amy Nalr says that If she had a
son and he had a taste for dressmaking she'd make him a great dressmaker. Jnst to show people that the
old Ideas about speeinl vocations for
men and women are all poppycock and
nonsense.
I don't see why a wan
shouldn't do anything that a woman
does and surely I don't see v by I
shouldn't have as m :ny privileges ns
as

virtuous

she

N,V25-__

MM.

PENOBSCOT.
Mm. Urace Leach
for two weeks.

in

visiting

m

August*

Flroer
nl

Perkins, bookkeeper it tbe mines
Hloenill, spent Son-lay at borne.
K-giaald Taylor of Hrownville Junction

*n»

tbe guval ol

Mina

friend* here Sueonv.

C nthia Perkins of l>*

week-end

gueat of

in. was

ber aubt.

.Mr-,

Le* cb.

,h<

out

Benjamin Snowmen of Snail iigton
Conn,, spent Sun ley here w ith ins
Mrn. Puebe Snowman.

mother!

Wallace Head will be

seen

at

the

P«s-

time theatre
“Tbe

Saturday eveuing, Nov. a, jn
Thing we Like.” Pntbe weekly w,u

also be show
Tbe

o,

boys’

and girls’ victory club of
btgb school will give a dance 11 the
town ball Thanksgiving night, tor the
bebetit of tbe umted war work fund. The
t igb school orchestra will furnish music.
It is hoped there w ill be a large attendance, as tbe proceeds go to a
wortfcy
Clark

yon."

The conversation drifted hack to less
heated topics and nn hoar Infer when
.Julius flnullv left he was In a state
cause.
of mental confusion.
One thing he
Nov. 25.
Wood locke.
was sure of. however, and that was
that he was completely In love with
SOUTH GOULDS BORO
Ruth and that in rptte of the fact that
Monteile Sargent and Percy N- vrmao
she hadn’t yet begun to flirt with him.
Then Julius asked Ruth to supper have eiupto m nl in Dealer, for the winIn his rooms.
In the Interval they ter.
hadn’t mentioned the subject of their
The amount collected at South Gouldsheated dfsctiswion.
And at half past
horofortne united war work fund was
seven Ruth found herself seated be- »8J.70.
fore Julius' cheerful open fireplace
Havejr Hodgkin*, wife and daughter
In
his
bachelor apartment—Julius Marion have
gone to Ellsworth for the
ldmself In a daintily flowered dressing winter.
gown at the other side of the fender.
Nelson Hodgkina and family. «tiohare
From the hook pocket at the side of
spent the summer here, have returned to
his chair lie pulled out a hall of yarn
Auburn.
and a half finished soldier's muffler
E. L. Sargent has moved hia family to
and without comment t*egun to knit—
Goulds boro, where he is employed by F.
not at all easily but still In n measure
T. W«»od.
effectively. Ruth's eyes opened wide.
Mrs. Rosetta Bunker has gone to Tuna
“Well of all things!" she exclaimed;
then ns she met Julius* eyes she Pond to spend the winter with her brothpaused and changed the subject. er, M. H. Havey.
Mrs. Cora Rolfe, after an absence of
Presently Julius excused himself to
get supi*»r. He had left his man off. several weeks, has resumed her duties as
he said, so he could give Ruth a sam- housekeeper lor H. f. Bunker.
Nov. 25.
ple of his cooking and after supper
H.
he donned an apron and cleared away
the dishes apd remained long enough
SUTTON.
in the kitchen to tell Ruth that he had
The lobster fishermen complain
( the
been washing the dishes. He doted on scanty and high price of bait
that sort of thing, he told her.
Leslie aud Warren Rice were b*rr SunAt ten Ruth rose to go.
“I’ve been
Willard Roeebrook* acrompanud
day.
awfully glad to have you here." he them.
told her. making no move to go and
The engagement of Laurence L Bunker
don his coat and hat to see her home.
and Miss Ruby Hubbard of Bangor has
"It’s so seldom one finds a girl that
been announced.
will come and spend an evening with
Mrs. Nellie Spofford
of Isle*ford is
a
man like this.
I hope you'll come
often."
Ruth paused
said good by spending a few days with her daughter
G.-orgia before ahe leaves for her Rockland
and startwl out.
A second later she
home.
returned. She asked Julius to call a
Everett Spurling mo.'ed his family to
taxi.
She said she didn’t like to go
through the streets alone at that time. Rockland Monday, in atesmer >unt»am.
“Amy Nalr says It is rather danger* He is employed in the shipyard and atous for a girl alone."
But there were tends the free navigation school in the
two tears In her eyes as she returned
evening.
Tot
Nov. 25.
and Julius, with coat and hat on ready
to follow her. was quick to see them.
SEAL DONE
He put a protecting arm around her
W. D. Walls and wife and Albert tiny
shoulder as they started out together.
Har“I know you’re Just been teasing me and wife are at home from South***t
—I know* you don’t usually knit or bor, where they have been employed.
Elmer B. Stanley a *d wife, who are emwear a
flowered dressing gown." she
said. “And I didn’t in the least want ployed at Southwest Harbor through tbe
to come alone to see you. but I didn’t
summer, are at borne.
wont to refuse after all I’d said. Why
Mrs. Jci.se Mayo of Center is at home
have you been so unfair to me?"
from Massachusetts, where -*he has been
"Because I was a little Jealous—" vi-iiting her husband, who is at Camp
said Julius.
"Jealous of Amy Nalr. Deveus.
She has taught you a good deal of
Deep sympathy is felt for the parent#
good sense and some foolishness."
and friends of Herberts. Reed, of West
And before they had reached Amy T re moot, who died In France Oct. 11*
Nalr’s studio that night Ruth, like the Herbert was well and favorably known
frank little girl that she was, had told here from childhood.
Julius that she loved him and had
N.
Nov. 25.
consented to be his wife.
WEST SURRY
Mrr, Lulu Conary visited b *r cousin,
Marine Peculiarities.
There are two natural phenomena Thomas Dorr, in East OrUnd recently.
of quite regular recurrence which have
B. W. Trundy of North Penobscot is
given unique fame to the Japanese hay
spending a few days w ith bis mother.
of Toyama. The lightning cuttlefish is
Mrs. I. E. Lufkin went to Bucksport
a rather tiny species that emits a wonone day list week to see her father, who
derful phosphorescence when aroused,
has been ill a long time.
and while the fish la not confined to the
L~
Nov. 25.
locality. It swarms along the coast In
April and May. As the fishermen seek
NORTH LAMOINE
them with special nets the alarmed
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
creatures glow with exceptional brilJohn Vloore, Nov. 19.
liance. The second phenomenon Is the
reCorporal Lester E. Young recently
Shlnkero or mirage. The mirage, seen
of supply sergeant
along the shore, begins as a faint mist ceived tbe commission
and then develops luto a panorama for- at Camp Devens.
Nov. 26.
est. castles, bridges and marching men
and horsemen.
—

---

“Relieving Our Minds."
What passes for reasoning on most
occasions la a aeries of vocal sounds
which serve—to use a phrase at once
popular and scientific—to “relieve our
minds." Arguments employed In polltleal addresses, sermons, and newspapaper editorials are commonly little
more than ejaculations, called forth
by
feelings of approval or disapproval,
comfort or alarm.—James Harvey Robinson In the Atlantic.

j

Made a “Beauty Map."
to
fir Frauds Gaiton once set out
obtain materials for a “Beauty Map
of a
of the British Isles by means
as
pricker carried in his coat pocket
he walked the streets, which pricked
the
holes in a piece of paper, classing
differwomen he met as attractive, in
ou
After carrying
ent. or repellant.
large
his investigations In a number of
“I f°uD
towns. Sir Francis wrote:
London to rank highest tor feuaa
beauty; Aberdeen lowest."

